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ABSTRACT

The main purpose

validity of the

of this

Developing

to examine the concurrent
Cognitive Abilities Test (DCAT) as an
research was

for identifying cognitive entry characteristics of
learners. The successful identification of entry characteristics wouìd
facil itate inproved diagnosis, curriculurn design, instructional
strategies, and placement decislons. In order to detemine the conedumetric instrument

current

val

idity of the

the relationship of the

DCAT,

DCAT r{as

to the performance of I earners on the Concept Learni ng and
Development Assessment (CLDA) , the Stanford Achievement Test (SAT) , and
the Canadian Test of Basic Skills (CTBS). In order to determlne the
comparabi lity of the DCAT, thjs study was conducted uslng ttlo culturally
compared

different school populations.

These tv{o popuìation samples v{ere located

in

Brochet and lJinnipeg, ltlanitoba, Canada. Tests t{ere administered to

14

to 40 grade three students

and 17

to 70 grade

seven students in

tlinnipeg and Brochet. Correlations ranging fron -.01
indicated among the test scores

at

both grade

subtest correlated nore highly trith the
grade seven level
grade

in

I'linnipeg than

level or location. All other

relations obtained were withfn the

levels.

SAT Vocabulary

to +.84 were

The

DCAT Verbal

subtest

at

the

trith any other test at any other

DCAT, CTBS, SAT, and CLDA Noun cor-

medium

or low

range

with the majority

of correlations lacking significance at the .05 level .
These research
room teachers

findings should prove to be valuable to the class-

that partlclpated in the study, to all educators

concerned

with diagnosis, currfculum design, instruction, and placenent decisions.
Also, these research results should prove to be of interest to theorists

in the area of cognitive

psychology and evaluation.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Presently, educators are

should concern themselves with the diagnosis

teristics

that

recommending

classroom teachers

of cognitive entry

charac-

which are alterable variables rather than with abstract global

characteristics which are unalterable (Hunter, 1980). The identifica-

tion of cognitive entry characterlstlcs is essential as a basis for
dìagnostic teaching to accelerate "predictably" and "significantly" the
qual

ity and quantity of learning for almost all

learners (Hunter, 1980).

A knowledge of the specific cognitive entry characteristics

of

learners

can provide the classroom teacher with a concrete foundation for making

accurate educational diagnosis as a means

for

basing prescription

and

remediation, improving instruction, creatjng curriculum, furnishing

materials, and providing

a solid basis for

determining appropriate

of learners. Continuous assessment using standardized or
informal tests is an essential ingredient for promoting instruction '

placement

Iearning, and effective

school

s (Hunter, 1985;

This research rras aimed at the

DCAT

and

Possemato, 1985).

its potential as a valid

for filling a gap in curnent educational evaluation
practice. The DCAT possesses the potential for providing educators with

edumetric instrument

a solid foundation for making

sound educational decisions as

the

DCAT

is

constructed on a theoretical framework based on current ìearning theory.

to the DCAT Technical l,lanual and Norms (Gage, 1983), the
learner's performance is a function of indivldual cognitive skills and
According

academic achievement.

Similarly, according to the

DCAT

Technicaì

l4anual

?

and Norms (Gage, 1983), the

DCAT

is

based on

the underlying

assumption

that appropriate instruction can modify and inprove those cognitive
characteristics and abil ities that contribute to academic achievement.

:

) verbal , quanti tative, and spatial abil ities whfch are essential for success in al l
The

DCAT

measures two apti

school-related subjects

(DCAT

tude

dimens i ons

(1

Technical llanual and Norms, 1983)¡

(2) five of the six cognitive Classes of Bloom's
Englehart, Furst,

and

Taxonomy (8loom,

Hill, and Krathwohl , 1956). The assessment of

cognitive characteristics which are amenable to alterations as a result

of instructional strategies (DCAT Technical Manual and Norms, i983),
makes the DCAT a unique abi'l ity test. Likewise, the combjnation of
assessing cognitjve abil ities and content areas provides the teacher
with an
DCAT

the

excl

usive

ti-dimensional edumetric instrument. Because the

measures processes

DCAT

that are prerequisite to

fills a void in

major intent
DCAT

mul

of this

academic achjevement,

present educational evaluation

research study t.tas

to

practice.

The

concurrent by vaìidate the

so that educators will have greater confidence

in the DCAT as an

edu- metric instrument.
BACKGROUND

The

l.

DCAT

TO THE

STUDY

deserves attention and recognition

The concurrent

validity of the

DCAT

for the folìowing reasons:

is essential for

determining

cognitive entry behaviors. The successful identification of cogni-

tive entry behaviors fills a

gap

in current

academic evaluation;

2. The successful indenti fication of cognitive entry behaviours can

ity and quantity of learning so that up to ninety
percent or more of all learners can succeed academically (Bloom,
1981a¡ Bloom, 1985). l.lith an accurate diagnosis of the learner's

enhance

the

quaì

3

cognltive entry behaviors, the classroom teacher has a firm

for

foundation

designing instruction, curricu'l um, and formulating

declslons;
2

The DCAT is

a relatively

possesses face val
avai labl

e to

idity,

new edumetric

instrument. lJhile the

DCAT

no educational research data are presentìy

substantiate the concurrent val idity

diagnostic, curriculular, and placenent
The DCAT vlas standardized

in

of the

(DCAT

for

decision-making purposes¡

,

October, 1980, and April

reflects current currJcular content

DCAT

1981,

and

Technical l4anual and Norms,

1s83 ) ;
R

The DCAT

is a

it

unique edumetric instrument because

individual cognitìve characteristics of learners

based on

measures

five of

the

six classes of Bloomrs Taxonony--Knowl edge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis, and Synthesis. These are familiar to teachers. In
addition, the second area of the DCAT assesses those skills that are

wjth academic

associated
ftianual

,

performance (DCAT Technicaì and

Norms

1983):

(a) Verbal skilìs--related

to

academic performance

in

language

and

readi ng;

(b) Quantitative skil ls--rel ated to acadenic
al

performance

in

gebra, and scìence¡

(c) Spatial skills--related to academic performance in
sc i

6.

Bl

geography,

ence, and geonetry.

Because
un i

numbers,

of

these tvro different assessment dimensions, the

DCAT

is

a

que edumetric instrument.

oon's

Taxonomy

which fonms the cognitive dimension of the DCAT, is

very successful (Reil ly and Lewis,

1983)

, is

famil

iar to many edu-

cators as an educational tool (Seifert, 1983), and

7.

used (ùllersma and Jurs,

1985).

Bloomrs Taxonomy both

in theory and fron

According

is

extensivetl

relate to

Classroom teachers can

classroom practice.

to the DCAT Technical and Norms l4anual (1983), the DCAT

has nany cl assroom uses:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Information on individuaì learners¡

Information for curriculum deveìopnent and improvement;

Identification of learners with learning difficul ties;
Identlfication of learners with low achievement and high aptitude;

(e) Identification of gifted learners;

(f) Prediction of

achievement

Achievement Series

Prediction

is

of the

reported

if used in

8.

with

the

Comprehensive Assessment Program.

in plus,

than actual grade differentials
tation

combination

minus, and asterisk signs rather

in order to

prevent misinterpre-

¡

The DCAT is based on

current cognitive ìearning theory. The altera-

ity of cognitive characteristics, once assessed in rel ation to
academic performance, has profound implications for diagnosis,
bil

instruction, curri cul um, and decislon-making¡
9. The DCAT possesses the potential for providing an edumetric instrument based on sound. pedagogical learning theory
nesses inherent

in the

tion, currlculun,
10. The

CTBS

and

the

psychometric approach

in lieu of the weak-

to dlagnosis, instruc-

and decision making¡
SAT measure academic achievement

only.

The

DCAT,

on the other hand, measures cognitive entry characteristics in
relation to aìl academic subject areas. Hence, the DCAT possesses
the potentlal for a wider range of diagnostic data than the CTBS

5

and the

11. The

SAT¡

DCAT

based on

is similar to the CLDA in that the CLDA and the DCAT are
current learning theory.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE

STUDY

Central to the DCAT and current cognitive ìearning theory is the
concept of cognitive entry characteristics. Cognitive entry character-

istics refer to the specific skills, ability, or knowledge that are
necessary prerequisites for learning a specific academic subject or
task (Bl oom , 1981a).
The importance

Ausubel

(1978 )

of cognitive entry behaviors is stated succinctly

by

:

If I had to reduce all educational osycholoqy to one principle it would be this: The most imþoitant lingle faitor is

i,rhat the learner al ready knows (p.

In cognitive

psychological

ii).

literature, the term "cognitive

entry

as "cognitive entry behaviors" , "readinessr' , "prerequisites" , and "cognitive structures". t,lhi le
the terminology used may vary, their meanings and impìicatjons for education are similar. Cognitive entry characteristics are related to concharacter'istics" has

synonymous terms such

theory.

Cognltive psychologists such as
Piaget, Ausubel , Klausneier, Gagne, Bruner, and B'l oom view learning as a
deveì opmental , sequential , and information-processing task. Cognitive
psychologists stress the importance of how learners acquire and process
information. Bruner (1966) has said, nKnowing is a process, not a
product" (p.72). In brief, cognitive psychologists possess the foìlowtemporary cognitive learning

ing similar views with regard to learning (Reilly and Lewis, 1983):

l.

Learning involves meaning and understanding;

2.

The substance

of

learning can take

new

material must be understood so that transfer of

pì ace ¡

ií

6

3.

New

material to be learned must be "anchored" to material existing

in the cogn i ti ve structure¡
4. The 'learner must learn broad concepts and principles;
5. ihterial to be learned nust be organized in cognitive structures or
the underìying structure of the discipì ines;
6. Learnlng must occur at the work-a-day leveì ¡
7. An attenpt is made to explain events related to the mind rather than
external entities;

8.

Language

is

important

for thinking and communicating; language is

the main tool for learning;

9.

Readiness
I

earni

is very important as the. starting point for

meaningful

ng ¡

10. Classroom ìeanning must be meaningful to the learner.
The

role of cognitive entry behaviors in the education process

has

icatjons. The relationship of cognitive entry characteristics
to instruction is explained thusr

many impl

!.lhile an initiaì (not exhaustive) diagnosis is essential,
the onìy vJay to naintain the essential prerequisites for a
particular learning is by diagnostic teaching, a process of

continual "dip-sticking" that guides the professional
decision to reteach, to practice or extend, to move to the
next learning or to "abandon ship" because "now's not the
time" (Hunter, 1980, p.122) . . It is possible for
content to remain the same, but those t{ho have achieved

the
the
learning can be stretched while those who need nore teaching
will receive it . . . . Reteaching or remediation should be

provided as soon as "dip-sticking' indicates such
(Hunter, 1985. p.64).

a

need

Cognitlve entry characteristics can be inproved because they are
conposed

of particular

content and

viewed and rel earned (gì oom,
achievement

skills

1984).

Much

which can be learned

of the variation in

is directly related to variations in learnerrs

if

re-

academic

cognitive

I

entry characteristics (Bloom, 1981a). l.lhen learners are able to

sufficient

competency

majority of learners

reach

levels on necessary cognitive characteristics,
may achieve

high levels of academlc learning with

little

achievement

Gates,

1986). Bruner (1966) states that, providing the learner

variation (Bloom, l98lbi Bloom, 1984;

sesses the appropriate readiness
Any subject can be taught
to any child at any stage

the

Guskey

and

pos-

level:

in
of

some

intellectually honest form
(p. 33).

developrnent

for learning is dependent on the presence
of a sequence of ìearning activities (llilson, 1984). Gagne, Briggs, and
l4ager (1988) describe seven types of learnlng that are distinguishable
from each other in their degree of complexity and in terms of their
prerequisites. Levels of complexity of intel lectual skills are indigenous to, but independent of, all types of subject matter (Gagne, Briggs,
The learnerrs readiness

and tlager,

1988). Curricul

um developed on

fies the sequence of cognitive

processes

a cognitive framework speci-

that are a part of learning in

addition to defining curricular objectives (Gibson, 1980). Cognitive

to the learner rather than
(Gibson, 1980). In order to

psychologists suggest adapting curriculum
adapting the Iearner

to the curriculum

develop independent learners, curricul um must possess objectives

goals beyond the knowledge leveì (Bìoom, 1981a¡ Bloom, 1986).
sound

and

Uslng

instructional practices based on learning theory, the rate of

cognitive development can be enhanced by educational programming (t'loolfol k and i4cCune-Nicol ich, 1984) within certain developmental limits

,

ivan, and Ives, 1980).
The need to identify appropriate cognitive entry behaviors has been
expressed in various ways in the educational I iterature by various
(Ausubel

scholars:

Sul

l

:trr

I
.

1.

Gl

asser (1981) states that present test theory and techniques

failed to

keep up rvith recent developments

in cognitive

have

and learning

psyc ho l ogy;

,,,

'' '"
.,,,, 1'.,

2. Curtis and Glaser (1985) state that lntell igence testing can become
more sensitive to current educational and social needs by a study of
the types of perfornance needed for scholastlc success;
3. Kl ausmeier and Sippìe (1980) emphasize the need for detennining entry
behaviors in each subject area¡
4. Popham (1983) states that measurement should serve as a catalyst for
i

5.

I
I
l

'.::::,.,
,,.,,:ji.:ì.:

nstructi

on

Shaha and

i

l,littrock (1983) discuss the need to identify cognitive

of increasing the potential of learners¡
O. l,.lebster (1978) discusses the need for a diagnostic method for determining how wel 1 a learner processes infonnation. Hebster (1978)
al so states that this method woul d reduce cul tural and racial bias
due to a lack of norm-referenced criteria¡
7. Child (tggS) suSgests that a crucial need exists for the development
of tools and skills which can assfst teachers in making precise
diagnosís and remediation of individual learner's probìens¡
8. Frase (1980) teìls of the need for an anaìysis of the skit ls in
speclfied subjects and methods for relating these skills to instrucprocesses as a means

tional

f.

methodology and

instructionaì

ilessick (1985) declares the need

outcomes;

for

information about a constella-

tion of abilities and knowìedge structures which could serve to make
declsions pertinent to learning techniques or organization of
content for individua'ì learners;

a*;i

9

10. Hunt (1985) clains that a cognitive science approach
ment can be used as

measure-

a theoretical base. This theoretical base can

generate require¡nents

for lndividual ized intell

are different from tests used

igence measures which

for predicting

poorly defined circumstance. Using measurement
abil

to

performance

some

of individual mental

ity is very different from ùsing measurement

fiable in predictive valldity

in

which

is justi-

terms¡

11. Slavin (1988) emphasizes the increased diagnostic usage of standardized tests in the future¡
t2. Slavi

n

test content must be rel ated to

(1988) states that

curriculum

to

increase the functlon

atlon and to provide for curricul
13. Mehrens

of tests for

purposes

of

sc hoo l

eval u-

um development¡

and Lehmann (1984) state

that evaluation

serves

four

main

functions:

(a) Instructional--evaluating learning outcomes, teaching, and curriculum, diagnosing learning, differentiating class assignments,
grad i

(b)

ng, and motfvation;

Guidance--personal

,

educational

, and occupatíonal decisions¡

(c) Adninistrative--cl assification, selection, placement, curricu.
lum evaluation and planning, public relations data, teacher

evaluation, information to outside
(d)

re sea rc

publ

ics, and grading ¡

h;

14. Bloom (1981a) emphasizes

the

need

to identify cognitive entry

10

behaviors

as a

pre-assessment technique

for

successful mastery

learning.

The fdentification
enhance

of cognitive entry

current educational

del

ivery

behaviors shouìd help to

systems such

as

Individual lzed

Instruction Ptan (IEP), Individually Guided Education (IGE),

Mastery

Learning, Diagnostic Prescrlptive Instruction, Direct Teaching, and

many

other delivery systems which depend on accurate diagnosis as a starting

point for prescription, curriculun design, remediation, instruction,
placement decision

istics,

makÍng. Likewise,

v{hen

cognitive entry character-

which are alterable variabìes, replace intelIigence, which

diction tvhich characterize decision-making based on

to exist

is

an

of classification and pre-

unalterable variable, the harmful effects

intell igence tests would cease

and

(Bloom,

standardized

1981a).

Cognìtive

psychologists view learning as an on-going maturational process that
proceeds continual

ly irrespective of

chronological age (Ausubel

,

1978¡

Gibson, 1980).

This study

is

aimed

edumetric instrument
Since two

of

nitive dimensions, it

ity.

determining the

validity of the DCAT as an

for identifying cognitive entry

of the main purposes of the

cognitive level s

util

at

learners

in

possesses

DCAT

are

characteristics.

to identify the various

various school subjects

in three cog-

the potential for powerful educational

Unfortunateìy, no research currently exists

to

support or

11

refute the concurrent validity of the DCAT. Since the

CTBS, and

the

SAT

are wideìy known and widely used standardized, academic achievement

tests, these tests have been selected as a basis for evaluating
concurrent

the

validity of the DCAT. Likewise, the CLDA has been selected

for heìping to

idity of the

determine the concurrent val

DCAT

as

the

is a widely respected and currently used learning theory based
test. By adninlstering these four tests in two different localities,
CLDA

the comparability of the

DCAT

to the

CTBS, SAT, and CLDA can be

readily

determined.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS

1.

Based upon

the assumption that the

CTBS

and the

DCAT

are measures of

the cognitive level of learners, what are the degrees
shi

p

among

the scores of the

admínistered
Broc het

2.

to

and

these tests are

DCAT when

grade three and seven learners

relation-

in

l,linnipeg

and

?

Based upon

the assumption that the

the cognitive level
ship

CTBS

of

among

to

the

DCAT

are measures of

of learners, vlhat are the degrees of

the scores of the

administered

SAT and

SAT and

the

DCAT

tests

are

in llinnipeg

and

when these

grade three and grade seven learners

relatiOn-

Brochet?

3.

Based upon

the assumption that the

CLDA

and the

DCAT

are measures of

the cognitive level of learners, rvhat are the degrees
ship

among

the scores of the

administered
Broc het

?

to

CLDA

and

the

DCAT when

grade three and grade seven learners

of

relation-

these tests are

fn lJinnipeg

and
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DEFIT

CR0SS CULTURAL EVALUATI0N

neasures what

it

-

purports

ITI

OTS

The process

to

of

determlning whether

measure when adminlstering

lndividuals possessing different values, customs, and
VALI0ITY

what

it

- A test is

considered

to

bel

to

a

test

groups of

iefs.

possess val idity when

it

measures

purports to measure.

EDUUETBIC I!!STBUI!E|!T

CoGNITM ENTjIY

- A test used for evaluating

CHARACTERISJICS

-

Those

academic achievement.

skllIs or

behaviors which

a

'learner must possess as prerequisites before new concepts, principles,

or skil I s can be attalned.

- The identification or measurement of specific abil ities,
skilIs, or qual ities from among a wide variety possessed by the

!IAGNoSIS

individual.
CURRICULUI'l DESIcN

-

A sequential pìan

a given subject area for instructional
PLACEMENT DECISIoNS

-

of specific content and skills
purposes.

Decisions pertinent

group, grade, instructional

in

for

determining appropriate

, or curricular placement to best suit

the

of a learner or group of learners.
cENERALIZABILITY - The appllcation of a behavior, skill, or an idea to
comparabl e peopl e or si tuati ons.
ALTERABLE VARIABLES - Variables which can be altered or changed.
needs

ABSTRACT GLOBAL CHARACTERISTICS

-

Broad, general

ties that describe leanner behavior or
PRESCRIPTIIN

-

I ea rne

and abstract quali-

achievement.

An educational plan designed

instructional strategies for an

,

to

include curriculum and
lndividual learner or a group of

rs .

Curriculun and instnuctional techniques designed for an
individual or a group of learners as a result of education diagnosis.

REiIEDIATI0N

-
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- Skills for learning, thinking, remembering, and
which assist individuaìs in processing environmental infor-

COGNITIyE SKILLS

analyzing
matlon.

ACADEI1IC ACHIEVEI4ENT

fi

-

Achievement

attained in a school-related subject

el d.

BL00l'lrS

TAX0N0l.lY

- A hierarchy of

educational objectives vihich

three major categories: cognitive, affective, and

has

psychornotor motor

objectives.
KNOt,lLEDGE

tives,

ing.

-

first

The

category

of

Bloomrs

knowledge, including rote memory,

is the easiest

The individual can possess knowledge

understandi ng

or

of learnbut does not need to possess
kind

comprehens i on.

of Bloom's cognitive educational
objectives. Comprehension consists of restating or identlfying information in a format that is not identical to the original presentation.
¡l@IIq[ - The thi rd category of Bl oom' s cogni tive educationa]
objectives. Appl ication refers to problem solving abil ity invoìving
problems that are similar but differ from problems previously
COMPREHENSI0N

-

cognitive educational objec-

The second category

experienced.

-

fourth category of Bloomrs Taxonomy of Cognitive Objectives. Analysis refers to the breaking down of an entity into its
ANALYSIS

The

components.

- The fifth category of Bloom's Taxonomy of Cognitive
objectives. Synthesis consists of being able to combine skills, ideas,
knowledge, experiences, and concepts to fornuìate original products.
COGNITIVE LEARNING THE0RY - Theory which emphasize internal thinking:
SYNTHESIS

memory,

acquisition, and relationships of information.

PSYCHoNETRIC APPRoACH

-

An approach

to diagnosis, curriculum, instruc-

14

tion, and placement decisions

based

on test results derived from

or intelligence tests by a ìearner or a group

standardized achievement

of learners.
DIAGNOSTIC TEST

for diagnosis, or determining areas of
and strengths, as opposed to tests used solely for

- A test

academic v{eaknesses

used

assigni ng grades.

-

in

a test possesses content that seems
to be relevant to the knowledge, skiì'l, or ability that it claims to
FACE VALIDITY

The v{ay

which

exam i ne .

CONCURRENT

VALIDITY

-

Concurrent vaì

of data obtained at the

same

idity results from an accumulation

time from various sources.

- Incl ination toward prejudice or dlscrimination against
an indivldual or group of individual s who possess val ues, customs,
bel iefs, and language which differs from the dominant cultural group.
RACIAL BIAS - Prejudice or discrimination against an individual or group
of individuals who possess a different raciaì origin than the domlnant
CULTURAL BIAS

racial

gro u p.

- A procedure which employs a rule to designate nunerical
descriptions to some characteristics of an object, event, or person.
EVALUAII0N - The examination of all available data concerning ìearnNEASUREI'IENT

er(s), educational

of

change

program(s), and teacher(s),

in the Iearner

and

to

make

valid

to

determine the

judgement pertinent

) in us e.
FEEDBACK - Knowledge of the accuracy of the leannerrs response.

program(s

amount

to

the

a
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IlllI TATI

ONS

Cross-cultural academic achievenent. This study

ls limited to

providing

of learner's test results obtained fron the DCAT,

individual comparison

CTBS, SAT, and CLDA. Two

different populations t{ere selected to deter-

of test results on a
class, individual , or cultural basis is not a consideration in this

nine the comparability of the DCAT.

Comparison

study.

This study

Academic Achievement.
SAT, and CLDA. }Jhile

attainment tests

other achievement, cognitive

DCAT,

CTBS,

abilities, or concept

exist which may test similar or other

achievement,

to other standardized or
informal edumetric instruments were not a concern for this study.
Time. This study is linited to test results obtained by ìearners in
June and December, 1985. liihile approximately seven to twelve school
cognitive,

or

will be limited to the

concept areas, consideration

to administer the test battery to a classroom of

days would be required

learners,
number

it is

beyond

the Iimits of this study to specify the

actual

of days in which the tests must be administered.

Examiners.

This study is

I

imited to the extraneous and intrinslc

variables which each examiner brings to the testing situations. ÌJhile
each examiner

will

be requested

to adhere strictly to the admlnistration

in the administration manual or section for each
test, time and cost factors prohibit the probabiì ity of a higher degree
procedures outl

of

ined

examiner conslstency by using one examiner fon

each classroom

in this

study.

test administration in
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DEL I l|I I TATI ONS

Examinees. This testing sample

wìll consist of

examinees from grades

three and seven in l.linnipeg and Brochet. l,lhile these two groups of

to their cul tural disparities, the
resul ts and impl icatlons of the test results may not necessariìy be
appl icable to every classroom of grade three and seven in the world.
However, the flndings of this study shoul d serve as an indicator of
academic achievement of learners from the specific school community
examlnees have been sel ected o}ling

which each group

of

examinees represent.

ORGANIZATION OF THE RE},IAII'IDER OF THE STUDY

A review of the ìiterature related to this study will be

in

II.

the

III will outline the
design of the study. The results and an analyses of the results of
research findings wil l be exanined in Chapter IV. The implications of
the research findings and recommendations for future research wil I be
subject content discussed

di scussed

in

Chapter V.

Chapter

Chapter
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CHAPTER

II

REVIE}I OF RELATED LITERATURE

The

literature review will be segmented into three major

sections

as stated below. References cited are those bearing the most relevance

to the present study.
Cross-Cul

1.
2.
3.

tural

Eval uation

Cul

ture fair tests

Cul

ture free tests

The concept

of culture

and

test

bias

18

1.
The

historical

ture-fair tests ls

-

CULTURE

FAIR

framework which gave

based on

TESTS

rise to the creation of cul-

the sordid view that had once prevailed in

the United States with reference to the superior test performance of

in

white A¡enicans

ties

(Bìum,

comparison

to black Anerlcans and inmigrant

minori-

1978). After lJorld Har II, the following factors helped to

stimulate the creation of culture fair-tests (Blum, 1978):

l.

The supremacy

of

of the white

Negroes and immigrant

'legence tests

2.

The growth

3.

The

in

comparison

to the intellect

minorities as measured by prevail ing intel-

¡

of the belief of racial equal ity¡

availability of

new knowledge about

environment on intel ligence

4.

intel'l ect

The growlng need

for

test

manpovrer

the effects of experience

and

performance¡

in industrial

sectors as the result of

demands

for more skiìled workers, r'industrial efficlency", and

economic

productivity to meet the

demands

created by World l.lar

II¡

5. In recent times, the Civil Rights l;lovement and court cases chal ìenging the discriminatory effects of intel ligence tests on minority
gr0u ps .

Culture-fair tests

tural

were designed

groups without discriminating against any sub-culture

group (Gibson, 1980). Culture-fair

tions
mong

to question learners from alI cul-

tests are

(Flehrens and Lehmann, 1984):

based on two conmon assump-

(1) no genetic difference exists

various subcuìtures; and (2) tests that measure innate

reveal no significant difference

or cultural

among

ability

a-

wiìì

subcultures. Culture-fair tests

19

possess

test items which

el lmJnate

the infl

uence

of verbal ski lI s

on

test results (Ebel and Frisbee, 1986), language, motlvation, test-taking
attitudes, test-wlseness, speed, and competitiveness (Grontund, 1985).
Culture-fair tests also provide opportunities for learning the skills

in an attempt to derive a
of ability whlch is fnee of most or all of these differences

and knowledge whlch the
measurenent

test

measures

1985). 0ne technique for creating a culture-fair test rras
the deslgn of test items uslng figures, drawings, and objects which
require selection, arrangement, classification, or some type of manipulation (Ebel and Frisbee, 1986). Culture-fair tests rlhich require the
(Gronìund,

of cuìturaìly biased ltens have defeated their own purpose
since individual test responses are cuìturally-loaded for all individuals (Ebel and Frisbee, 1986). Likewise, a totally culture-fair test
el

imination

would not discrlminate between individuals (Ebel

If

a test lacks discriminabil

ity,

Frisbee, 1986). A test deslgned

five criteria (0akìand,

no need exists

to

and

Frlsbee, 1986).

for the test (Ebel and

be cultune-fair had

to

meet these

1982):

1. Test standardization was to be representative of the national
popu

2.

latl

on;

Standard deviation and mean scores vlere

to

be similar

for all

social

all racial and ethnlc groups;
3. Similar validity and rel iability estimations were to be avallable
al I subgroups ¡
classes, and for

4.

Tests demanded a minimum use

ing,

5.

and

of

language

(listening, readÍng,

for

speak-

writing);

linits were to be removed for test completion.
Unfortunately, culture-fair tests have proven to

Time

be highìy inade-

quate (Ebet and Frisbee, 1986; }loolfolk, 1987). Likewise, culture-fair

20

tests lack validity, reliabllity, and fairness to minority groups (Das,
Kirby, and Jarman, 1979; Reschley, 1981¡ Nenty, 1986). The notion
that a pencil and paper culture-fair test can be created to measure

ability is fal lacious (Btum, 1978). Slmilarly, the practical
problems of creating and using culture-fair tests are impossible
without research anaìysis on cultural differences, a definition of ininnate

telIigence,

and more information on

1978¡ Cattel l

,

1979).

the structure of intell igence

Numerous measurement

authorities

hol

(Blum,

d the position

that if culture-fair tests could be created, these tests would have less
util ity than current tests which are biased
(Mehrens and Lehmann,

culture-fair tests

1984).

environment

is

to environmental factors

l4any psychologists hold

the position that

idity than achievement and
and Lehmann, 1984). If the student's earl ier

possess

aptitude tests (Mehrens

due

less predictive

val

related to success at school, then the use of a test that

blots out environmental influences may result in a decline of
dictive vaìidity (Mehrens and Lehmann, 1984).

pre-

Gay (1985 ) states:

0ne problem with so called culture-fair tests is that they
do not do as good a job at predicting "success" as traditional tests. Thorndike has stated that a test is fair only
if it predicts success for the same proportion of minorlty
group people that actually achieve success, success being
defined as the criterion measure. It has repeatedly been
found that culture-fair tests lack empirical validìty, specifically predictive vaì idity (Anastasi, 1982). This should

not be surprising since basically culture-fair tests are
attempting to use a non-l anguage predictor to predict a
criterion which is heavily influenced by traditional language proficiency. Thus, whil e the intent of cul ture-fair
tests is laudable, their usefulness is limlted by the institutional envlronment in which they are used (p.163).
Since culture-fair tests had proven to be so inappropriate in

being

fair, the use of tests bearing the generic label "culture-fair" felì
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into disrepute.

However, since

the demise of culture-fair tests, test

of tests designed to be culture-fair,
which, generally speaking, are more sophisticated fn their rationale and
design. Secondìy, practfces have been impl enrented using conventional
publishers have created new types

of providing cultural ',fairness,'.
The remalnder of this section will be devoted to discussing the most
recent attempts at cul ture-fair testing as opposed to the earl ier
standardlzed tests with the intention

cul

ture-falr

tes ts .

one current solution

to minority

of pluraìistic tests.

assessment has been

the

develop-

of the most recently designed culturefajr tests has been the System of Multiculturat Pluralfstic Assessment
(Sol'1PA). This test varies from the earìier culture-fair tests in that,

ment

One

in addition to receiving conventional intel ì igence test scores, the test
scores of minority examinees are adjusted upwards and possesses
pìuralistic norms (l4ercer and Lewis, 1978). The "Adusted Intell igence
Quotient" uses

,

the

exa¡ninerrs knowledge

to

of

neighbourhood, fami'ly,

assess internal control

f-direction, and
complexity (tlercer and Lewis, 1978). Individuat test results are
derived by two methods (li'lehrens and Lehmann, 198a): (1) ,'uncorrected,'
schooì

scores

and community

for

,

sel

determining inmediate learning needs, and (2) ,'corrected,,

a correction of the

for determining a student's "ìatent scholastic potentialÍ as a way of avoiding labelìing.
The nlatent scholastic potentlal¡' ls a technique for considering the
scores (based on

l.llSC-R)

sociocultural 'level of the student (lloolfotk and McCune-Nlcolich, 1984).
Sone inherent weaknesses

of the SollPA are:

1. Test users may come to perceive the "corrected" scores as reflective

of

real

fty

(l.lehrens and Lehmann,

1984). A student yrho has not
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certain capabilities or skills or to dlsregard

mastered

premise

that,

r'Hers no trorse than other children

ground" (p.396),

2.

Norms

Cal

ifornia children only (lJoolfolk and l4cCune-

1984);

3. Estimation of learning potential scores do not
degree

of simiìar back-

is of no assistance to the learner whatsoever;

are based on

Nicolich,

them on the

of

indicators

possess

the

same

accuracy as standard intel I igence scores as predictive

of

academic achievement (Hool fol

1984). Students

k

and

ich,

lilcCune-Nicol

vtho have low scores on standardized achievement and

intelligence tests require assistance irrespective of reasons for the

of low scores (lloolfol k and McCune-Nicolich, 1984). t'{hile
students v,rho attain I ov.r test scores should not be classified as
attainment

retarded, these students should not be allowed to remain

that are leading to

academic

failure

(l,looì foì

k

in

programs

and filcCune-Nicolich,

1984 ) .

Another current solution has been the design

tests as a means of altering the
purpose

assessment process

of culture-specific tests is to

of

culture-specific

for minorities.

The

assess learners from specified

ethnic-racial and social cìasses possessing

common,

graphic, and cul tural areas (0akland, 1982). The

Bl

identifiable

geo-

ack Intel I igence Test

of Cultural Homogeneity (BITCH) is an example of a cul tu re- s pec i fi c
test. Unfortunately, the BITCH has proven to be biased favoring black
míddle class learners over ylhite middle class learners and lower class

black and white learners (Joseph). The development

of culture-specific tests has been hampered by the multiplicity of ethnic-rac'lal ,
geographic, and socfaìly diverse culturaì groups

in

existence (0akland,

1982). Furthermore, resources and human willpower are lacking for

such
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a wide scale undertaking (0akland, 1982).

In an attempt to

make

tests nore ìinguistically relevant,

ventional standardized tests have been translated into various

con-

languages

for bil inguaì and multilingual learners (0akland, 1982). Unfortunately,
cultural differences cannot be readily removed by solely translatlng
test ftems (l''lercer, 1971). Altering the ìanguage of a test has a negative effect on the standardization properties and Jtem difficulty of the

test (0akland, 1982). Translating conventionaì standardized tests has
had nany deleterious effects (Cabelì0, 1981¡ Leiblich and Kugeìmass,
1981; 0pìesch and censhaft, l9B1: Chavez, 1982¡ Crawford, 1985).
Emphasls should be placed on testing the students in their own dominant
'language as a real disability should be obvious in both languages.
I'linimum Competency TestinS (l4CT)

provide

equal

ity of

opportunity

has been a recent attempt to

for minorities by adjusting passing

to a ninimal level so that minorities can attain the sane outcomes as white middle class learners (Baratz, 1980). The poss:'biì ity
that the tests may be responsibìe for the high bìack drop-out rate has
been posited by Serov,r and Davis, 1982; Catterall, 1986¡ Catteraì1,
scores

1987.

tion

HCT

ls

fraught wfth

incl uding hov{

to

many common problems

ensure fairness

lacking simple resolu-

to ninority

groups (Gronl und,

of these problens are:
l. filCT is similar to achievement testfng (Reynolds and Bezruczko, 1988)¡
2. lrîCT in basic curriculum subjects may result in: (a) teachers teaching
for the test, (b) creation of minimum standards at the price of high
1985).

Some

quality, and (c)

weakened

creativity and Iearning transfer (Urzillo,

1987 ) ¡

3.

I'ICT

tests are too easy (Reed, 1987);
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4. Test performance data and judgement are rnore valid
petency than the "cardiac approach"

measures

of

con-

[traditional passing standard of

80Í (Berk, 1987)l¡

5.

Di

fficul ties

in test creation and graduation standards for

capped students (llildemuth,

1983 )

handi-

;

6. Summer school attendance for fail ing students (Partridge, 1986)¡
7. Kindergarten retention and resultant lowering of student's selfesteern; overemphasis on neading competency (Partridge, 1986);

8. llCT influences curricular content (Partridge, 1986)¡
9. Retention of weaker students as a means of controll ing the number of
fail ures (Partridge,

1986 ) ;

10. Court chal lenges regarding three issues (ERIC

Cl

earlnghouse, 1984):

(a) Constitutlonaì concerns pertlnent to due process--the
required
and

test

to
val

inplement the testing programs,

test reliability,

idity;

(b) Equal protection--provisions for fair education to racial
norities,
(c)

Negl

time

non-Engl

ish persons, and the

mi-

handicapped¡

igence--the need to document every phase

of the performance

of the student, certification of teachers, and accountability of
the

sc

hool .

11. llehrens and Lehmann (1986)

list the following five

disadvantages of

IiICT:

(a)

Focuses

less attention on harder to

measure educational out-

comes ¡

(b) Creates teaching for the test;

(c)

Ceases

to furnish sufficient instructional

chalIenges within the

,*ä4,-q
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school as the "mlnimumsr

(d)

Label

s

will

become "maximums"¡

students unfairìy and results

academical

ìy

wea

in the retention of

the

k students¡

(e) Increases costs, particularìy for remediatlon and

inplementa-

ti on.

test pubì ishers have recently impìemented methods which were
deslgned to reduce difficulties related to minority testing. t*lany test
publ ishers presently employ personnel representative of various minority
groups to detect test items which nay be culturally biased (Gronlund,
Some

1985).

Judges

and Busch,

in test

ty
'I

are screened out using a modified caution index

1986).

However, more

(Jaeger

black professionals should be included

interpretation (Johnson, 1988). Even if minoripersonnel could renove al I bias caused by test items, bias in alI
development and

ikelihood, could emanate from such factors as examinee, examiner,

and

test interpretation variables (A'l ford, 1984 ¡ Edel sky and Harman,
1988). Secondìy, hiring minority group test reviewers has proven
to be a costìy and compl icated process (Popharn, 1981). Current
attempts at removing culturally biased test items are, at best, very
mundane attempts to deal with the problem of item bias. l'llany issues
related to item bias go far beyond hiring minority reviet'rers to remove
culturally biased test items. For example, the disparity between white
and black test performance is the result of item complexity rather than
cultural rarity (Flynn, 1980). This fact remalns true whether the test
item invol ves spatial , verbal , or nunericaì content (Flynn, lgg0).
Statistical analysis has been another solutlon empìoyed to remove
cultural ly biased test itenrs (Gronlund, 1985). Statistical methods for
detecting item bias have met with variabl e degrees of success (Bìeistein, 1986). Various techniques lack agreenent as to which test items
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possess

bias and the quantity of biased test items that exist in

speclfic test (Hi1ls, 1981). Item bias procedures can be easi'ìy

lated (Linn, 1984;

Schueneman, 1985)

Cunrent dissatisfaction

to

a

manipu-

provide various interpretations.

with various item analysis

techniques

has

created fragmentation. Furthermore, test developers are more concerned

with tstatistical
minority fairness

elegance and

scientific

(Gonzales-Tamayo,

methodology"

1984). Likewise, test

than

vtith

developers

are affected in their perceptions by their majority group socioeconomic
positions
Al

(Gonzal es- Tamayo

so, test

devel

,

1984).

opers have attempted

to

reduce cul

including a representative sample of minorities
(Popham,

paral

norms would

to

by

in the normative sample

1981). This technique is futile if the proportion of minori-

ties is not

groups

tural bias

lel to the general popul ation

reflect accurate numerical

, 1981). Even if
repnesentations of minority
(fophanr

in the standardization population, minority

groups could continue

be screened out since only individuals with the highest scores are

selected (Pophan, 1981).

are inval id for learners

In addition, standardized

whose academic

achievement tests

curricula does n0t parallel

the

curricula of the standardization sample (Gibson, 1980). Neely and
Shaunessy (1984)

testing:

states that there are six problematic areas in minority

(a) unsultabìe content, (b) unsuitable standardization

(c)

bias, (d) unacceptable societal

con-

sequences,

(e) evaluation of differing constructs, and (f) variable

pre-

dictive

idity.

samples,

val

language and examiner
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l.lhil

e psychornetric discriminatory admissions

(Zorn, 1983;

}Ji I t

ie,

1985 )

,

pol

icies still persist

new sol utions have been impl emented in

to the admissions policies for institutions of higher 'ìearning
for minority groups. One solution has been to determine the number of
admisslons on the basis of the percentage of the national population a
partlcular minority group represents (Popham, lg81). This type of quota
regard

system has been referred

to as rcompehsatory justice", treverse

racism',

or a "double standardt (Eysenck, 1979). Another conmon
practice has been to have separate cut- off scores or add bonus points
(Popham, 1981),

to minorlty test scores for vocational and educatlonal selection
(Gronl und, 1985). This method is a very arbitrary approach for this
method alters the predictive validity of the test in a very haphazard
way. A test can be considered to be unbiased or fair only if the test
predicts for minority and majority groups with the same degree of
accuracy (l4ehrens and Lehmann, 1984¡ Gronlund, 1985). Similarìy,
Iowering the

cutoff scores for minority

groups can foster an attitude

that minorities are different from the majority, ìess capable than the
majority, and that these differences are fixed

(Popham,

1981).

Lowering

the cutoff scores leads to a spirit of I'second-classismI and prevents
the creation of educational systems in which ethnicity

in test interpretation

In addition,
learners

will

(Popham, 1981).

adding bonus points

to the test

1985).

measure irrespective

Lowering

of

minority

wilì only result

Likewise, low achievement test

scores may indicate inadequate mastery

to

scores

not solve their learnlng difficulties but

in a mlsuse of tests (Scarr, 1978).
designed

is not a factor

of the skiìls the test

of the minority

the cutoff points or adding

is

group tested (Gronlund,

bonus

points can

obscure
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to the

lnformation pertinent

knowledge

of actuaì skill acquisition

a

learner has attained. t,Jilliams (1983) describes a method frequently

in selecting employees which is based on a pre-set
judgement as to what criteria constitutes fairness to various

used by employers

value

cultural groups and setting a predictor cutoff

based on

the

amount of

risk an employer is prepared to take in hiring an employee. Determining
cutoff points for varlous subgroups is intended to maximize the enployee
selection process. Hovtever, ninority selection may be impeded by
Reynolds (1980)

for alI cultural

ance

of

easing

or a large

error (Hilliams, 1983).
recommends the demonstration or factorial invari-

unreliabìe predÍction

groups

for

test interpretation.

adjustments are necessary

standard

whom

the test

Reynol

a

was designed as

ds (tgg0) suggests that

for specific

populations

requires further study. Spencer (1983) discusses

that result from using various statistical

means

whether

is an issue which

some

of the inequities

procedures

for

comparing

scores. Astin (1979) suggests that alternatives must be found if
minorities are to achieve access to higher education. Harman (1980)
group

suggests

that university enrollments

have declined and community col-

leges have sprung up ov{ing to the unfair testing practices that current-

ìy

prevail. Presently, tests are unable to identify

gifted

minorities.

Fair use of tests for selection
should be resolved by society as

1985).

a result of court rulings (Gronlund,

Trro nerv reforms have been

Golden Rule

is a part of a bigger issue that

Truth-ln-Testing legislation and the

Principìe (!.leiss, 1987a). Truth-in-Testing was Iegislated

to furnish more information relating to the val idity, accuracy, and
cultural bias of test items in tests related to college admissions

F:ji:-tr
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(}leiss, 1987a). Similar'ly, the Golden Rule principle states that for
questions which are of simllar validity and difficulty in every content
subject, questions that possess the least differences in success levels
between minority and majority examinees nust be given ffrst priority
(Heiss, 1987a). Hence, safeguards nust be created to guarantee that
tests are measuring important knowledge variations bet¡{een examinees,

rather than cultural specific factors that lack relevance (Ueiss,
1987a). The Golden Rule Principle is difficuìt to appìy (GonzalesTamayo, 1987), ineffective (Linn and Drasgow, 1987), and is opposed by
professional associations (Faggen, 1987¡ Jaeger,
being mustered

to effect new legislation that

test scores by ethnic group, race,

1987).

Support is

provides a breakdown of

and sex as confidence prevail

s that

blas exists (Jaschik, 1987).

SU14t4ARY

lilany methods have been employed
many methods have been employed

to

to

provide cul ture-falr tests

overcome

the

weaknesses

and

inherent in

ture-fair tests: transl ating tests into di fferent languages, minimum
competency testing, hiring minority test revlewers, statistical analysis
techniques, and including a normative sample of minorites in the normatlve sample. Similarly, attempts to reduce discrininatory selections
and admissions policies, easing test interpretation, and legislative
reforms have all been attempts to provide culture-fair tests. However,
many difficulites persist currently in culture fair-testing which
require resolution in terms of falr assessment of academic achievement.
cul
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2.
The main goaì

CULTURE-FREE TESTS

of culture-free tests

tvas

the

development

of

mea-

sures that assessed innate characteristics and eliminated environmental

characteristlcs (0akland,

1982). presently, the view exists

that

neither of these two characteristics can be independently isolated
(0akland, 1982). Like culture-fair tests, culture-free tests have been
subjected

to

tests incl

ude:

1.

Due

much

criticism.

to the elimination of

formance based on

of the criticisms of

Some

verbal

culture-free

ized content and reliance on

spatial factors, culture-free tests do not

per-

measure

intel I igence (Feinberg, 1978);

2.

of language interaction bet$,een examiner and examinee causes
the tests to lose credibility (Ekberg, 1979)¡

3.

Control

The ìack

Iing for

famil

iarity of material s

provided and verbalization

requirements are inadequate since experimental variables include not

only what a learner knows but also how the examinee thinks (Grover,
re81) ;

4.

ControlI

not

ing for

necessari

verbal

ization and famil iarization of material s

ly insure that

intel

l

ect rather than

cul

tural

di

does

ffer-

ences are being assessed (Grover, 1981)¡

5. Culture-free tests require
and the examinee (Roth,

language

1976). Thls fact

are not rel iant on language, which
an incredibl e impossibil

6.

interaction

ity

(

is

makes

betv{een

the

examiner

the notion that tests

an entity mediated on culture,

Feinberg, 1978)

¡

fact that a test is restricted to pictorial representations does
not imply that the test is cuìture-free or culture-fair (Feinberg,
The

1979 ) ¡

3i

7. Culture-free (and culture-fair) test tasks are rarely scrutinized to
see if they are famil iar to the examinee in terms of the actual test
material , to the operation required, or to the operation lllhen appì ied to specific material (Goodenow, 1976¡ Grover, 1981 );

8. Test content which is

or non-academic may depend on experlence for correct responses as the tasks are differential ly
encoded by various examinees and coul d trigger various cognitive
strategies that depend on the experience of the examlnee (}lagner,
non-verbal

1978 ) ¡

9.

Sone

of the test

items (Feinberg, 1978). Similarly, changes
items occur during the
10. Ambiguous

11.

Subtle

test

type

in the type of

test

ítems used are rote memory achievement

test (Feinberg, 1978);

test instructions (Feinberg, 1978) ;

difficulties exist with respect to test items, responses,

and examiner-examinee variables (Ekberg, 1979);

t2. Lack of question-answer formats (Feinberg, 1978)¡
13.

Error and ambiguity arising from various interpretations as to

vJhat

constitutes a correct response (Feinberg, 1978);
14.

Culture-free tests. ìack predictive

15. No

validity (Harrington,

test can be cuìture-free as responses depend on what the

1979);

examinee

in his own culture (Noll, Scannelì, and Craig, 1979);
16. Culture-free tests are culture-bound thus making it impossible to
has learned

totally culture-free test (Harrington, 1979);
17. }Jith speclfic reference to the culture aspect of culture-free tests,
design a

Ebel and Frisbee (1986) state:

to build "culture-freet tests by eliminating items
that discriminate between different cultures have been no
nore successful . If carried far enough, they result in
Attempts
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iminating all the ite¡ns. There is no djfference between
individuaìs in their response to any test item that cannot
be attributed to differences in culture, if culture is
defined inclusively enough. Each of us lives in a somewhat
dlfferent cul ture. Not onìy Eskinos and Africans, but also
Vermonters and Vlrginians, farmers and clty dwellers, boys
and girls, even first-born and next-born in the same fanriìy
live in sonewhat different 'cultures". The differences are
not equally great in alì these instances, but they exist as
differences in all cases, and they can be used to support
the contention that any item that discriminates is unfair.
It is logically impossible for a culture-free test to discriminate among individuals, and there is no reason to use a
test that does not discriminate betv.reen those who have more
e'l

or less of an abiì ity that is of interest to the user
(p.307).

test has been created which has gained wide
usage or wide substitution for conventional intel I igence tests
(Nol 'l , Scanneì l, and Craig, 1979).

18. No cultune-free

SU¡4MARY

ture-free tests have not been effective for cross-cul tural
evaluation of academic achievement. Culture-free tests possess many
Cul

to the lack of language, test items, responses,
examiner-examinee variabl es, predictive vaì idity, and ambiguous instructions. Individual differences in response to test items can be
inadequacies related

attributed to culture (Ebel and Frisbee, 1986). Since a

test

cannot discriminate between individuals,

cul

a culture-free test

useless (tbel and Frlsbee, 1986) as one of the main purposes

to discriminate

ture-free

between differences among individual s.

of tests

is
is
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5.
The

THE CONCEPT OF CULTURE AND TEST BIAS

classlcal anthropoìogical definition of culture ls that culture

ls (Tylor, 1871):
that

complex rlhole which includes knowledge, bel ief, art,
and other capabil itles acquired by man

norals, lal{, custom,

as a menber of society

(p.l).

Nhlle there are varfous definitions of the word "culture", most of
these definitions incìude beìiefs, áttitudes, rules, and values that

in a given

k, 1987).
additlon, groups can be described along rellglous, ethnic, regional ,
define behavior

group

of

people (ltool fol

In

or

other categories (l,looìfolk, 1987). There are many cultures within
given nation

(!{oot fol

k,

1987).

All the lndividuals trithln a

a

given

country may share numerous similar values and experiences--especially

to the effect of ¡nass communication¡ but dlfferent facets of living
are influenced by differential cultura'l backgrounds (ltootfolk, 1987).
llithin a culture, unlformity among the nembers is fostered (}ioolfolk,
due

1987). This uniformity serves to reinforce the distinctions
various cultural groups and the diversity

latlon

(llool fol

k,

1987

among the

of culture in the total

popu-

).

cultural group atternpts to teach specific "lessons" in regard
to livlng. l,lool fol k (1987) illustrates the "lessons" that are lndigeEvery

neous

to all cuìtural groups as indicated in Chart l.
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CHART I
V¡l¡¡cs ¡nd Afiilr¡dcr: Potcnti¿l Cultunl Confildr ¡n lhc fthoob

lntcrpcr:orul
æl¡tioorhipt

C.oorp"{itím ¡¡f1on8 índividurl:;
cmpharir or individuel
åccqnpl¡3hr¡€nt

Odent¡tion

Planning for futuæ; individr¡l
lor own luh¡rÊ

towârd timG

rrprt¡

M¡ny N¡t¡vÊ
¡nd Hi¡o¡nic
cultuc¡; Mutu¡l
¡¡¡i¡t¡ncc; cmplr¡¡l¡
^¡rcric¿n
oo Iror¡p ¡ccornpl¡rltrncnt

5orî" N¡tívÊ Álneri¡n grulp¡: Foon
on prucnt; cultunl 3roup Þrûvidcr lot
Irldividu¡l¡' lutu¡a
Sorna Oriêntål

cuhunrt Signific¡n<!

ol p¡¡¡, tr¡dilion, ¡r|<e3ton
V¡lued
pcrson¡líV typ.

8u¡y. occr¡p¡(d, elficicrll

Rclationrhip ol

Hum¡n: co¡trol and ¡mprotr n¡luc;
focur on t€chnolo8y

Soru OrÈ¡t¡l ¡nd Hí:ptn¡c cuhu."r:

Mcrhodk¡|, rcl¡¡cd, ñì.d¡t¡ti,r"

humanity to

n¡tu¡e

N¡t¡\"?

cultur?3: Hum¿nr et

onc witfi
^llËric¡n
n¡ture; mutu¿l s¡rpgon of

n¡lu.! ¡nd hum¡nity

Most ch€ri3hcd

lrdividu¡l l¡erdom

v¡h¡c
¡d¡ã.d lrür

L
^a.

SonË Orient¡l cuhu¡e¡: lr¡dition;
troup loy¡lty

âl¡.a!.ltrt¡r. S<irutt,¡¡l qifiú d dr¡.Ë'tll. frúlrq, CÀ frú6/Coa..

to

these essentiar curturar variations, the varues and behaviors a
student gains at home or in the commun,lty may be unl lke teacher or
Due

school expectations (Hoolfolk,

l9g7). Generally, schools

demand and

the abilities, attitudeb, and behaviors encouraged by the culture of the teachers (lroor for k, l9g7). An examination of the chart
rervard

provides examples

the part that

cul

of

posslbre confìict merery as a way

ture plays in causing differences

of flrustrating

among people (Hool_

folk, 1987). At present, there ls a grorring fnterest in preserving and
vaìuing diversities in p] ace of attemptlng to formulate a national culture (tlool fol k, 1987). However, ,'ithln every group there are large dis_
parities
the

between persons

(uoorfotk,

l9g7).

Even though persons ,,rthin

simllar socfoeconomlc and cultural backare tikely different from each other in various

same nelghbourhood share

grounds, these persons

folk, 1987). Another very likeìy source of dlfferentiation
the influence of the famiìy (Hoolfolk, l9g7).
nays (l,lool

is
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Culture may incl ude ethnic background, neighbourhood, peers, social

niìieu,

and impacting variables such as language,

income, and values (Harrington,
tween groups (Hynd and Garcia,

religion,

occupation,

1979). Cultural experiences differ

1979).

Nobody has attempted

to

be-

cataìogue

I the groups thai create bias but the quantity of possibil ities can
make one vtonder if the task is possible--0riental s, Latinos, Indians,
al

and Blacks, people from different parts

different
rural

of a country, individuals

communities but possessing the sane ethnic

, to name but a few (Hills,
Cross-cultural evaluation

identity,

from

urban

and

1981).

becomes exceedingly problematic when one

takes into consideration the interrelationship and inseparabil

ity

of

culture, language, and cognition. There are differences in cognitive
processing ìn various cultunes. l.lhile "language makes the man,' (p.SZ),
Ianguage

1968).

also creates barriers between various groups of men (Farb,

The

difficulty is far greater

translation, for
the

worl

than merely a matter

of

language

language questions the tvays we experience and perceive

d (Farb, 1968). Farb (1968) states:

Linguistically speaking, man is not born free. 0ur linguistic minds were made up for us from the day we were born.
l,le have inherited our culturers particular habits of perception and expression, and these particul ar habits often
differ narkedly from those inherited by peopìe in different
cul tures ( p.52).

in addition to bl lnding its

to particular

percep-

tlons, also directs speakersr attentions lnto specific habitual

thought

Language,

speakers

is the least significant distinction among various languages (Farb, 1968). Rather, the tota'ì ity of
the lnternal structure and pattern of language is most signi ficant
(Farb, 1968). Each culture classifies experiences through its own lanpatterns (Farb, 1968). Alone, vocabulary
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guage (Farb,

1968).

also learns unconsciously the method hls
own cultural group chooses frorn the sensory bombardments and classifies
what it has chosen (Farb, 1968). Farb (t968) states that if one thinks
in one language, one wlll think in a certain way, but ff one thlnks in a
different language, one wlll thlnk ln a different way. The concept that
man is a vlctim of hls own language is derlved fron nthe tlhorf hypothesisn. I'lhorf cìaimed that the composition of a given language (Farb,
I'lankind

1e68):

... is not mereìy a reproducing instrument for voicing ideas
but rather ls itself the shaper of ideas, the program and
guide for the individualrs mental activlty, for his analysis
of impressions, for his synthesis of hls mental stock in
trade ... lle dissect nature along the llnes lald down by our
native languages Languages have grammars, which are
assumed to be merely norms of conventional and social correctness, but the use of language ls supposed to be guided
not so much by them as correct, rational or inte'ì I igent
THINKING

In

(p.s3).

more recent

times, Vygotsky (1978) descrfbes the relationship

between personal developnent and sociohistorical
Vygotsky, individual deveìopment

is

dependent on

evolution.

the individual

the tools of culture for expressing mental powers (Bruner and

1987). Also, numerous

To

using

Haste,

anthropologists are currently examining

how

language, non-verbal communlcation, and behavior structures constitute

culture, and
ceptions

how meaning

cultural frames mold the conceptions and per-

of the indivfdual

(Bruner and Haste, 1987). Recent efforts

culture and language support the
frames

or

schemas

bel

ief that cultural

on

subgroups generate

identifying sone lndividuals as part of ingroups

and

of outgroups (Bruner and Haste, 1987). In additlon, the
role of language in cognition is now recognized for its ability to dlf-

others as part

ferentiate concepts and to make these concepts available

for

trans-

mitting a piece of culture (Bruner and Haste, 1987). Bruner

(1987)
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states that communication

is

not only

conposed

of

spoken content but

also riìlocutionary" characteristics through which an individual's
intentions are sent and by which an individual clarifies her or his
interpretatlon of the partlcular context in which the comnunication
0ccurs.

skillful in ',reading" the intent of
even though it may not correspond l lteral ly to

Even youngsters become

an individual's }rords,

the traditional content of the

is first, last,
Chlna develops

very

spoken message (Bruner,

1987).

Culture

(Halt, 1986). An individual from
different schemata than the lndlvidual from New york
and aìways learned

(0rippin and Peters, 1984). l'loreover, different cultures have different
perceptions (Harringtion, 1979). However, when an individual nust make

to,

in a subculture or culture differfng
from which the individual is famiì iar, then cul tural disparities
quickly create cultural disadvantages for the individual (Anastasi,
1971). Attempts to "culturalize,' the students, ',providing a holding
centre", "provide a crash course in... customs',, and r,give students one
adjustments

and must compete

year to adjust to a Inew] culture", as weìl as assimilationist attitudes
(Samuda, 1989a,

p.

118) are I udicrous

in the extrene in

view

of

the

ty of culture.
}lhat is nost significant for the educational success for immigrant
students is the qual ity of the communication betvreen children and adults
compl ex i

rather than the

home language (Cumrnlns,

1984). parents and peers fur-

nish the deveìopment of the interaction of cuìture, ianguage, and

nition.

Parents reject or accept selectively specific

cog-

stinuli that

are

to the child: parents schedule, frame, fiìter, organize
and mediate the relationships of space, time, affection, and

presented

events,

causation (Lewis, 1989). Through such experiences, children eventually
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construct structures

of

cognition and attach thenselves

to their

past

lty (Lewfs, 1989). Simllarty, each culture
furnishes a structure in which the organizing, lnterpretfng, and

culture and societal

real

of relationships and events occurs as a result of experience and exposure (Lewis, 1989). 0rganizing of experiences links the
person with thelr culture or society (Lewis, 1989). In addition, it
permits the person to be creatlve, adaptable, flexible, grounding
themselves in the past, coping with the present, and looking forvlard to
the future in their contextual cu'l ture (Lewis, 1989). Language plays a
central role in these processes, as wel l as ln other kinds of sharing
conprehendlng

and communicati ng (Lewis, 1989).

of the development of linguistic structune can impede
information processing in spite of wel l-constructed conceptual and experiential structures (Pascual-Leone and Ijez, 1989). This can happen
The absence

in the

instance

guistic

and conceptual Iearning experience

of Iinguistlc

and cultural minorities who lack lin-

in their new environment and
in their new language (Pascual-Leone and Ijez, 1989). Hence, these
r¡inorities are unable to effectiveìy coordinate the linguistic and conceptual structures in the net{ culture with experience structures derived
from

their original culture

due

to overtaxing individual mental process-

ing capacities (Pascual-Leone and Ijez, 1989). Trueba (1987) cìaims
that ninority children who have ìearned English through a different culture are at a disadvantage in school learning due to a deficiency of
socfal and cognltlve skills which presupposes substantlal and specific

ììnguistic
study

of

perform

and

cultural knowledge.

Heath (1986) describes a comparative

dlfferent working-class cuìtural views of language
differentiaìly in acquiring and retaining ì iteracy. Simllarìy,
hovt tvro
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Lorimer (1986) speaks

rmassifiedr

of

of the disservice

or rgenericr culture

schools provide due

to the use

textbooks and other teaching

ma-

terials thereby enhancing cultural selection at the expense of alìowing
for any important differences in the needs of ethnic minorities.
Also, individual adjustnent and ìearning styles are grounded in
culture of the

home,

the

qual

the

ity of one's interactions with one's peers,

societal interaction in the broadest sense

lgggb). Culture
also has a huge impact upon the student's cognitlve styles (Berry,
1976). The learning styles which may be considered suitable in the
and

cul

ture of the

ronment
tv{een

(Samuda,

be considered inappropriate in the enviof the school (Das, 1973). Hence, quaì ita ve variations behome, may

the learning style of the student and the instructional

mode can

increase the student's disorientation feel ings and therefore itnpair
educational achievement (Samuda, 1989b).
Research

results provide credibility to the fact that minority

in educable mentaìly retarded
classes (l4ercer, 1973), learning disabil ity classes (0ritz and yates,
students are grossìy overrepresented

1983), basic programs, vocational and special education classes, while

that provide
socioeconomic and professional mobility (Samuda, 1989c). Intelligence
tests are f inguistical ly and cul tural ty biased in support of white,
middl e-cl ass students and possess poor val idity for students who are
different socioculturally (Pascual-Leone and Ijez, l989). Similarly,
being systematically omitted from educational programs

to the powerful

skills and knowìedge that are previousìy
gained "from within a given cultural environment" (p.146), these
tests are biased (Pascual-Leone and Ijez, 1989). Cultural bias
due

comes from

emphasis on

giving norm-referenced tests

to individuaìs

from different
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cultural or ethnic

backgrounds (topham,

1988).

children from these

frlany

backgrounds have suffered irreparable damage as

a

of

consequence

deci-

sions based on norm-referenced testing (Popham, 1988). Also, the tech-

nlcal

procedures used

for

apprai

slng the

adequacy

of

norm-referenced

testing instruments are inappropriate for analyzing tests devised mainly

to

serve evaluation functions (Popham, 1988).
Even though

right to

I

ltigation has furnlshed minority students with

assessment

in their

dominant

or

primary language

(Cumnrins,

in

to

1989), presently controversies continue unceaslngly

extent

to

which bi l ingual education

is effective

reference

of the native

command

of

language and

the

and appropriate for

fostering the academic development of minority students (Hakuta,
Mastery

the

the host language impìies

1996).

complete

"symboìic cultural'ly determined archetonics,' (Camilleri,

1986, p.142). The native language and the host language present an area

of confl ict which divides both conmunities (Camilleri, 1986). Two codes
of language vrith confl icting significations provide both attractlon and
repulsion (Camilteri, 1986). Similarly, although acquisition

of bilin-

isrn relies on the way parents pìace themselves relative

to the
linguistic controls they put on their children and the kind of relagual

tionship they have with their children, parents, too, are victlms of
thls bilingual context (Camilleri, 1986). The ìanguage employed in

tests varies from the language of disfavourable classes, and, hence,
confusion Íìay result wlth respect to testing directions, and unfairness

in testing verbaì

problems and verbal items

(Camilleri,

1986).

In terms of the overrepresentation of minorities in ìearning disabil ity classes, major junctures between practice and poì icy in fair

testing (Garcia and Yates, 1986¡ ilaldonado-Colon, 1986) and gaps

in
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knowledge by psychologists vrho have been

of

isolated regarding such issues

at horne, and
language development patterns are all causal (Cumnins, 1984). In
addition, "institutional ized racism" in regard to testing is unchallenged virtually at pol icy and special provislon Ievels, professional
as inadequacies

standardized assessment, bllingualism

certification and training, and (with onìy minor exceptions) programs
initiated by school boards (Cummins, 1989). In addltion, the foltow.ing
causes have been

identified as being causal on the overrepresentation of

minorities in low educational streams

1.
2.

3.

l.lea

k teacher expectation¡

llea

k student expectation:

Curricul um

(Samuda, 1989c):

that is insensitive to

non-white contrlbutions

mul

ticul

tural

background

and

to the ìarger society¡

4. Curriculum and system rigidity which fails to utilize cultural
diversìfication as a positive instructional

5.

Adverse impressions
Language

(ESL

)

of

resource¡

heritage language and

Engl

ish as a

Second

programs ¡

6. Indication of systematized racism in the schooìs;
7. Passive teaching and learning models instead of interaction

teaching

and learning model s ¡

8.

of

in the mainstream of
the various values, learning styìes, and behaviors of the different
Lack

acceptance and recognition by educators

minority
o

10.

groups

¡

to group classes homogeneousìy;
Penchant to pìace ESL students in special education or

Tendency

basic

pr0g rams ¡

11. Absence

of

guidance counsellors with ample training

and non-biased testi ng;

in

antiracism
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12. Lack

of interface

and teac

he

rs

and interaction between principals, counsellors,

¡

13. Absence of involvement
dec I s i

o

n-ma

k

of parents in

assessment

and

pl.acement

i ng ¡

14. Unsuitable assessment or no assessment l{hen assessment should

have

been done.

Barriers that negatively affect assessing and programming oppor-

tunfty of students due to their cuìture, ethnicity, race, and
inc lude (Samuda

,

ìanguage

1989c)r

1. Ethnocentric and monolingual testers and tests¡
2. Inaccurate and insufficlent knowledge of minoritjes, testing,
tests

3.

and

¡

Absence

of a clear-cut

po1

icy tJith respect to testing and placement

orland differences between practice and policy;

4.

Preservation

of the status quo due to

change impl ications (e.g.

too costly to buy new tests and materials and the difficulties of
a1 tering teachers' bel iefs and behaviors) ¡

5.

Lack
cul

6.

of

usage

of the student's native language, background,

and

ture in the curriculum¡

Lack

of

avlareness and knowledge

by teachers pertinent

to the dif-

ferent and unique individuaì and cultural learning modes¡
7. Insufficient training and insensitivity to the needs and problems df

minorities by school
gu

staff, particularly

those

in

counselling

and

idance positions¡

8. Insufficient

understanding by educators about behaviors which are

representative of various cultural backgrounds¡

9.

Unconscious prejudice and stereotyping

by educators which refì ect
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expectation and interactÍon patterns

in the wider

community¡

10. Insufficient communication between parents and others who are famil iar with the student¡
11. Incorrect perceptions about what tests

,

the

knowledge

12. Lack

of

measure and

faulty notions of

that tests furnish¡

knowledge and information

by

pol

icy creators in regard to

the state of the art of testing¡

.!
.
i
i

13. Erratic

assessment methods

14.

of continuous assessment

Absence

¡

and open placenent¡

5. Unfair and erroneous ìabetling practices derived from the results of
one test or limiting assessment information¡
16. Preconceived notions that achievement problems cannot be altered¡
t7. Psychological testing interpretation which emphasizes performance
expectation rather than instructional intervention;

18. Practices and policies that have been contradicted by research (e.9.

I
ì
i

after tvio years of national residency) ;
t9. Absence of senior adninistrative level resources and pol icies
regard to testing and pìacement of minorities¡
assessing immigrants

20.

Predi

lection to

in

homogeneous cl assroom groupings;

21. Absence of booster or transitional programs helping and encouraging

,

students

to

on

move

to various I eveì s

and

to

experience various

program choices;

22. lrlaintenance of a ìearning environment that is oriented toward transmisslon of cul ture;

I

23. Rigidity 1n regard to methods
and comprehension

'

24. Lack

of

i.e.,

of

gaining and expressing

knowì edge

the rel iance on printed texts¡

information provided

to

students and parents pertaining to
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of indlvidual choices

at

25. Assessment technotogy (instruments, softr{are, and hardware)

can

program sel

cri tica

d

i

ectlon and the

l transltlonaì

consequences

points;

stract or intimidate minorlties¡

26. Insufficient util ization and identlficatlon
pe

of school resource

rsonn el .

Currently, tests provide a present functional level

abfllties

and

skllls relevant to the culture to

in

regard to

which the tests are

is misinterpretatlon frequentty of Ì{hat has actually
been tested and the inabiì ity to test other, more critical competencies

designed, but there

(Samuda,

(1)

1989c). Present

absence

assessment rveaknesses include (Samuda, 1989c):

of legislative direction to special education with

respect

to racial and cultural diversity, new immignants, and visible minorities
and their parents, (2) fal se conceptions by test givers and users that
capacity has been neasured rather than knowledge acquisition as speci-

fied by najority middle-class

assessnent deveìopers, and

(3) inabllity

to recognize test inadequacies and that the pnesent practice of dependlng on standardized assessnent methods is insufficient. No test,
whether informal

or

formal

to believe that better
to equitable

to

which the

and more

deslgn

is fooìhardy.

depends on

it is fatlacious

of similar things wilì

eventualìy lead

assessment (Samuda, 1989c).

To hope
groups

since

, is adequate in itseìf

a test

rrhich wil I satisfy

al

I

cross-cul tural

!{hether cuìturally biased tests are

of

any value

the definition of culturally blased tests and the purpose for

particular test is

empìoyed

(Keltey, 1982). The magnitude of

culture as an impinging factor on standardized testing

is clearly iìlu-
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strated

to

v{hen one

is

remlnded

intel ligence testing:

(l)

of Binetrs

in

regard

Those indivlduaìs being compared by

a test

two chief assumptions

should have similar experiences, and (2) the

test should be a sample of

intell igent behavior for the individual belng examlned (Scarr,

1978).

of the concept of culture make impossible a clearcut universal definition of culture that can be quantified nurnerically
The many dimensions

for

psychometric

purposes. The issue

of cultural bias vrlth specific

reference to al1 standardized tests deserves much caution and attention.

Cìearìy, Humphreys, Kendrick, and l^lesman, (1975) define test bias

as:

A test is considered fair for a particular use if the inference drawn from the test score is made with the smatlest
feasible random error and if there is no constant error in
the reference as a function of mernbership in a particuìar

group.

Standardized

tests lack vaìidity for learners

current academic curricula are

at

whose background and

variance with that

of the standardi-

zation sampìe (Gibson, 1980). Schooling reflects social values

(Rosen-

1981). Rosenbach and l4owder (1981) suggest that
resol ution to test bias issues require socio-pol itical mobi lization
rather than psychometric improvement as test vaìidity is continually
bach and l4owder,

high.
The curriculun may vary considerably from one

as the particular needs

culture to the

of a culture specify the direction of

next

curricu-

lum, content, and acculturation as derived from casual modelling (Stone
and Neilson,

1982). Likewise, cultural bias

may be caused

by the cri-

or by the nature of the criterion and the
predictor (}.lilliams, 1983). The problems of test bias cannot be solved
until the testing purposes are clarified (Rosenbach, 1979).
terion

(Rosenbach, 1979),

0ther cultural biasing factors in cross-cultural evaluation pertain
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to instructional mode (Grover,

1981), task, sltuational

and personality factors (Dillon and Stevenson-Hicks,

,

motivational ,

1983).

Examinee

to bias include: locus of control (Neely and
Shaunessy, 1984), sel f-concept (Neeìy and Shaunessy, 1984) , test anxiety
(Neely and Shaunessy, 1984), cheating (Stanwyck and Abdelal , 1984), and
variables contributing

lack of test-wiseness (Brescia and Fortune, 1988). Examiner variables

that contribute to bias include: attribution patterns

(Tom and Cooper,

1984), lnterrater agreement (Rengal , 1986), type of reinforcement
(Carlson, 1983), and time and speed variables (Camilleri, 1986).

Similarly, communication betvreen the examiner and examinee can
contribute to bias (Taylor and Lee, 1987).
Samuda (1989c) suggests that a good testing model must mirror
the concepts of educational equal ity and equaìity for a "just,r society
by accounting for students' learning styles, motivation modes, linguistic, and cultural differences, and diversified capacities. AIso,
a good testing modeì should place assessment in a more suitable

academic

is related to, and is reflective of
instruction, how invoìving parents interacts with the assessment

context incìuding how testing
processes, and consideration

of the knowledge foundations, mind sets,

role definitions, and the process relationships of students,
testing, class teachers,

parents,

and administrative personnel (Samuda, 1989c).

Hilliard III (1984) states that while no doubt the future will
provide proìific evaluation activitles, including new practices, materials, processes, appl ications for processing data, statistical
techniques, and processes in observation technology, the fundamental
concerns in eval uation are not only technol ogicat but theoreticaì ,
phiìosophical

,

and, possibìy,

pol

itical . In a democracy with democratic
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education goals, there are processes

of

evaluation that are

fitted

to

the broad goal (Hilliard

III, 1984). These processes should incorporate
attention to the context in which eva'l uation happens (Hil liard III,
1984). This entails developing systematized attention to theory,
culture, history, and pedagogy (Hilliard III, 1984). Similarly, this
also includes the notion that evaluation should be directed tov{ard
improving the processes of instruction (Hilliard III, 1984). tlhlle the
abil ity to achieve these improvenents are currently available, practical
refinements must continue (Hilliard III, 1984). Test bias and misuse
must end and new eval uation techniques must be developed tvith respect to

cultural groups thereby reducing barriers to

s and occupations
(t^Jeiss, 1987b). Also, Rhodes (1988) suggests that while much
school

controversy, rtork, and research on cul tural content bias exlsts, very
'I

ittle effort

has been devoted

to cultural process bias.

Cross-cultural evaluation experience

recommends

sensltivity

to

cultural groups and the culture of the individual (Ginsburg, 1986).
Hot.tever, difficulties prevail due to the varlability of cuìture:
1. The distribution of abil ities is far ìarger v{ithin each ethnic or
racial group than between groups (l.loolfol k, 1987)¡
2. Culture is multicultural in nature (Hansen, 1979). Culture is an
lnstrunent for organizing experience (Hansen, 1979). Culture hel ps
the individual to organize perception, process information, and solve
the problems of daily living (Hansen, 1979). The individual capacity
to learn and the disposition for learning are under the influence of
standards maintained by other indivlduals or standards maintained by
the individual being raised within a specific Aroup (Hansen, 1979).
Concurrently, differences

in

blographic experiences, variations in

biogenetic compositlon, and predictabl e conmunication vagaries which
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render sent messages, each donate

to

heterogeneity

in

communlties

which share many cultural standards (Hansen, 1979). Not one culture

ls

in a group (Hansen, 1979). Also,
that may be shared wlll onìy be shared v{ith some of the

excluslvely shared by everyone

even elenents
members

of the group (Hansen, 1979). In that respect each group

be considered

to

be mul ticul

turaì

3. Differences among subcultures
natlons (Camjtleri,

4.

One can

can

(Hansen, 1979).

cultural differences

may exceed

among

1986) ;

regard children and culture as an analogy; every chiìd has

lndividual culture

or

perspective (Ginsburg,

1986).

an

Every child

creates his own individual culture through interaction with various

other 'rculture carriers", every individual possesses an individuat
cultural "resevoir" for daily Iiving (Camilleri, 1986). Education is
a type of negotiation

tural
cul

montage" (Camil

between

the individual and the educator's I'cuì-

leri, 1986).

tural variants (Camilteri,

Likewise, each individuai has sub-

1986).

Traditional, standardized testing

methods

regarding competence (Cole and Scribner,

often provide absurd data

1974). Test items are

frequently mislnterpneted and nisunderstood with the end result that
norrn standardizatlon

is frequentìy inval id

(Ginsburg,

1986).

solution is to find tasks which possess relevance to the context of

One

the

particular culture (Ginsburg, 1986). Hhile one glven task can be
appropriate for assessing conpetence in one culture, another task can

appropriate

for

assessing the sane conpetence

in a different cul ture

(Ginsburg, 1986). Even though the tasks are different, the tasks nay
equlval

ent subJectively in

assessing

the

be

be

same processes (Ginsburg,
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1986). Conversely, the same task may be inequivalent subjectively among
cuìtures (0insburg, 1986). The main key for the measurenent of competency is rrsubjective equivalence" rather than "objective ldentity',
(Gfnsburg, 1986, p. U3).

ls

nonsensical and destroys the purpose for which
standardization was designed (Ginsburg, 1986). For the achievement of
Standardizing

.

"subjectlve equivalence", nobjective identity,' frequently has to be
discarded and tasks rnodified to every perspective or culture since
recent cross-cultural research indicates that cultural groups on occasion create dlstinctive cognitive patterns in responding to local ized
environmental needs (Ginsburg,

1986).

Ginsburg (1986) recommends the

of nontraditional and fl exlble assessment nethods including
the cl inical interview technique, introspection, and tal king out loud.
Hovrever, u'l timately, cross-cuitural or cross-ethnic comparison involves
value judgements and social system structural bias (Sarnuda, 19g9d).
expìoration

SUMl'1ARY

The concept

of culture

with various negative

can be discussed from various perspectives

ications for cultural test bias and acadernic
achievement. l,lh i le various educational authorities make suggestions for
improving minority assessment and cross-cultural evaluation, test hias
difficulties prevail due to the individual ity and variabil ity of culture
as well as due to a lack of fìexible testing methods. Therefore, at the
present tlme, norm-referenced assessment seems to be a fool hardy and
precarious enterprise at best. lJhile much research and literature criticizes the fol ly of cross-cultural norm-referenced assessnent, the DCAT
cìalms fair assessment of minority groups on the basis of bias analysis
of test items conducted by the delta method in the development of the
DCAT. In view of the intensity and quantity of arguments in support of
test bias in cross-cultural and minorlty group assessment, the concurrent validity of the DCAT is of high interest presently.
impl

¡+i.:-

--
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SUI.,IiIARY

A review

OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

of the literature reveals that cross-cultural

evaluation

is

fraught with a very large number of variables which have an impact on
academic achievement outcomes. A variety of factors have differential

effects on academlc achievement results so as to
evaluation

of

acadenic achievement a

difficuìt,

make cross-cuìtural

cornptex

task.

To date,

culture-fafr tests have proven to be highly inadequate.
Culture-free tests, like culture-fair tests have proven to be
inadequate and senseless as culture-free tests lack the power to

s.

tural test bias
ity and individuality of culture. In
spite of the fact that cross-cultural evaìuation is filìed with so many
impinging variables that can affect educational achievement outcomes,
the CTBS, SAT, and CLDA are highly respected educational assessnent
tools that have been used for this purpose as these tests are among the
best tests available currently. This study investigated the concurrent
vaìidlty of the DCAT in relation to the CTBS, SAT, and CLDA.
discrimlnate between differences
is prevalent due to the variabil

among individual

Cul
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CHAPTER

III

l|IETHODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides a description of the nethods empìoyed in the
collection and analysis of data. Information is reported on the followlng:

1. Description of Bnochet, l,{innipeg, the schools, and the
examinees

2.
3.
4.
5.

The

test instruments enrployed

Test administration and scoring procedures
Scori ng responses

The researc h design
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1.

BROCHET, THE SCHOOL, AND THE EXAI'.IINEES

is a vilìage located in northern l,{anitoba. Geographicalty,
Brochet is located at latitude 57 degrees north. and longitude 101
degrees trest. Brochet r{a s formally recognized as a village in 1906 by
Treaty No. l0 (Smith, 1978). Prior to 1906, Brochet was known as Lac
Caribou (Smith, 1978). Economfcally, Brochet served as a mlssion and
trading post centre for Cree and Chlpewyan Indians (Singh, 1982). In
1859, the Hudson Bay Cornpany establ ished an outpost at Brochet (Singh,
1982). In 1861, Bishop Grandln visited Brochet for the first time to
perforn baptisnaìs and confirmations on the local popuìation (Darveau,
1982). In 1973, the population of Brochet, which was approximately
1,500, was reduced by half when the Chipeweyans moved to Lac Brochet,
approximately 90 kilometers north of Brochet (Singh, 1982).
Singh (1982) provides the following description of Brochet:
1. Population:491 ;
2. Language: l'lainly Cree¡ Engl ish Iiteracy is less than fifty
Brochet

percent;

3.
4.

Reì

igion: Catholic¡

Economy: Approximately

rel

ies on social

wel

seventy-five percent

fare assistance.

livel lhood from hunting, fishing,

5.

Comnunication and

of the population

Sone Indians

derive

a

and trapping¡

transportation: telephone, radio and air-

pl ane;

6.

Expensive

remote-

ness,

airfares, unpredictable v{eather, isolation,
and the absence of recreational faciì ities, makes

Brochet

for its

educa-

a

disadvantaged communlty

tionai opportunity.

inhabitants and

for

,ë.'sÈw"--.''--*
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Brochet School

Province

of

is

located

of Manitoba.

Brochet

Sc

in Frontier

in

School Division N0.48

the

Singh (f982) provides the fol lowing description

hool :

1. The school

enrol

lment consists

of

approximately 200 students,

fourteen teachers, and two teacher aides¡

2.

of the school popuìation is Cree¡
3. The school staff, except for the two teacher aides, are
The mother tongue

non-Native

for

971

al I

¡

4. Educational services include nursery school to grade nine;
5. Teacher turnover rates are high: 1980--701¡ 1981--36f; 1982-50/". I'lost nevr teachers have had no prior teaching experience
and stay at Brochet for only one or tvio years.
l,llNNIPEG, IHE SCHOOLS, AND THE PARTICIPATING

l^linnipeg

is

EXAI',IINEES

located at latitude 49 degrees and ìongitude 97 degrees

(Energy, Mines, and Resources Canada, 1981),

sixty miles north of

United States Border (Grolier, 1958). fuletropolitan !'¡innipeg ranks

in size of

Canadian

Calgary (Gale,

cities after Toronto, lilontreal ,

fifth

Vancouver,

and

1987). lJinnipeg is the largest city as well as the capi-

tal city of the province of
between

the

l4anitoba (Hurtig,

1988). Situated

midway

the Pacific and Atlantic 0ceans, l,Jinnipeg has been called

the

of the Domlnion" (Hurtig, 1988). Also, llinnipeg has been
called the "Gateway to the West" since Winnipeg is located where the
"Bull's

Eye

Canadian Shieid yie'lds

to the Canadian prairles (Hurtig, 1988).

peg tras formally incorporated as

3,700 (Hurti9,

1988).

l.linni-

a city in 1874 with a population of

Winnipeg has

a land area of

3,394.82 square
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kilometres and currently has

a

population

of

625,304 (Statistics,

Canada, 1988).

f the population and 68Í of the ernpìoyees of
Èlanitoba (Hurtig, 1988). Also, I'linnipeg produces 831 of nanufactured
items, and accounts for 627 of the retail sales for l4anltoba (Hurtig,
1988). l,linnipeg is well-known as a centre of transportation (Hurtig,
1988). The key to continued expansion ls secondary manufacturlng (Hurtlg, 1988). Substantial increases ln employment are evident in the
private and public service industries (Hurtlg, 1988). In addition,
t.linnipeg is also an insurance and financial centre (Hurtig, 1988). In
Winnipeg contains hal

1979, the }linnipeg Development Incorporation vlas created

to

for attracting

l,linnipeg (Hurtig,

1988). Gale (1987)
states that tlinnipeg's population is composed of 40? British
high-technoìogy industries

origin with a strong Scottish element. 0ther nationalities include:
Ukrainian, German, French, Italian, Dutch, Phillipinos, Chinese, and
Vietnamese (Gale, 1987). The economic, cultural , and social background
of l,linnipeg is similar to neighbouring United States areas (Gale, 1987).
Metropol

itan l,linnipeg consists of eleven school divisions providing

Seven 0aks School

divisions,

has

Lal, 1978) in

for

(lieir

Lai,

1978).

Divislon, one of these eleven l4etropolitan

school

educational services

119,057 students

and l.lai

a total school enrollment of 7,332 students (l.leir and l,la i

seventeen eìementary,

a total

junior high, and high

school

s.

The

of 13,975 with the ethnic
distribution (Statistics Canada, 1988) as il lustrated in the population sunnary chart. Elwick School and James Nisbet schools are elementary school s (grades kindergarten through grade six inclusive)
within the l4aples area of Seven 0aks School Divlsion havlng total
ilaples area possesses

popuìation
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r988

CTNSUS

1.2!5
t30
820

t30
135

950

2,21a
920
t23

t5

37!
293

?8!
420
1a5

a0!

6!

10

!95

t0!

,t9
a0
185

1.9S0

students

Junior High School (grades seven through nine
wlthln the Seven 0aks School D.lvislon havlng a

Edmund

lncluslve)

total
trldge

sc

ls

a

of

hool

Sc

hoo

approximately 325 students. The Edmund par_

possesses

I

distrlbution as stated

a total

atlon of 4 ,7lS wl th the ethnlc
the popuraton sumrnary chart (statistics
popul

in
canada
' r9gg). Engr rsh ls the language of

rnstructon in these three

schooìs, wlth French taught as a second language

Provlslon

ls

drawn from the

ln

grade four and up.

for

heritage ranguà9e lnstruction by those ethnrc
groups deslring to provide such instruction to
therr chfldren after the
end of the schoor day in the schoors. The schoor year
rs from september

to June'

made

The pupiì-teacher

ratio is r:23 at jne

eìementary rever.

ç-'1iæ.'-
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CHART 3

Edmund

Partridge

Area

TOTAL POPULATION BY ETHNIC ORIGIN
1986 CENSUS NoVEI4BER 1986
cENSUS CANADA, 1988

- Ethnic 0rlgin ..........
Brltish
French

ToTAL

U

kra i nlan

0erman.....
Pol i sh ....
Fil ipino

Þlul

ti

Si ngl

p1

e

100
945

90

37s
450

e 0rigins

0ri gi

820

310
400

Jewlsh.....

0ther

4,715

1,220

ns

of years of teacher experience is 12 years in Seven oaks
School Division (l,leir, 1983). Simiìarly, teachers qualifications are
average number

quite high with approximately 60ß
degree

(or equivalent)

of

a bachelor's
pìus one year of teacher training (l,eir, 1993),

approximately 20Í v{ith two degrees

teachers possessing

or nore, and approximatety

201 with-

out a Bachelor of Arts degree or equivalent (Ueir, 1gg3).

2.

THE TEST INSTRUMENTS El4PLOYED

The instruments used
foì 'ì owing

in this

research study consisted

four tests:

A. The Canadian Test of Basic Skills (CTBS);
B. The Stanford Achievement Test (SAT)¡
C. The Concept Learning and Development Assessment (CLDA) ¡
D. The Developing Cognitive Abilities Test (DCAT).

of

the
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A.

THE CANADIAN TEST 0F BASIC

SKILLS (CTBS), form 5 &

9-14 inclusive 1982 edition. The

in

Canada

Basic

in

1966. The

Skills.

CTBS

first edition of the CTBS was publ ished

is the Canadian version of the Iowa Test of

The nature and purpose

teacher's guide

is to (King,

6levels, levels

of the CTBS according to the CTBS

1982, p.3):

1. determine the developmental level of each pupil in order
to adapt material s and instructional procedures more
precisely to individual needs and abil ities¡
2. diagnose speci fic, qual itatlve strengths and weaknesses
in a pupi ì 's educational deveì opment ¡

3. indicate the extent to which individual pupils have the
specific readiness skil I s and abil lties needed to begin
instruction or to proceed to the next step in a planned
instructionaì

sequence;

4. provide information useful in making adrninistrative decisions in grouping or programming to accomodate individuaì

di fferences;

5. diagnose strengths and weaknesses in group performance
(class, buildings, or system) which have implications for
change in curricul um or instructional procedures or
emphasis¡

6. provide a behavioral

model to show what is expected of
each pupiì and to provide feedback which will indicate
progress toward suitabìe individual goals¡

7. report

progress in Iearning the basic
objective, meaningful terms.

skills to

parents

The CTBS assesses readlng, nathematics, and study

skitls

(King,

of metric

(King,

in

1982).

I'leasurement

test

items require

a

knowledge

1982). The CTBS was fntended for use ln grades kindergarten to
twelve inclusive (King, 1982). The arrangement of the CTBS into
multlleveìs peflnits the same test material s to be used by all
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learners; less capable learners can begin

at

earl

ier

ltems while

no

ceiling exist for the more capable iearners (King, 1982). However,
starting and stopping at various points in the test booklet may confuse
learners, hence, contrlbuting to administratfon problems (Gronlund,

some
1981

:

1986). The CTBS provides the

Mehrens and Lehmann,

following

scores: norm-referenced scores, criterion-referenced scores, grade
equivalent scores, percentile ranks, and stanlnes (King, 1982). The
CTBS

was oniginal1y standardized

students

1975

1966 using 30,000 Engl

from 225 Canadian schools (Buros, 1972); the

ization consisted of
non-Cathol

ln

ic

L.25%

of

Canadian schools

schools and 74,689 students

or

ish

speaking

1973 standard-

139

Cathol

ic

and

in ali ten provinces (Nelson,

).
The Canadian Test

of

Basic

Skills reports the folìowing validity

data (King, L982, p.2):
Content specifications are based on over forty years of continuous research in currlculum, measurement procedures, and
interpretation and use of test results. The skills 207 objectives represented in the tests were determined through
systenatic conslderation of courses of study, statements of
authorities in method, and recommendations of national cur-

riculum groups. The item selection process involved a
of empirical and judgementaì procedures, incl uding eval uation by representative professional s from
conbination

diverse cul tural groups.

Reliabiìity varies per grade and per test (King, 1982). For the
l{ul tiì evel Edition, grades three to eight the Teacher's Guide
(King, 1982) reports lnternaì consistency rel iabil

ity coefficients

for

five of the eleven subtests only. Reported lnternal consistency
rel iabil ity coefficfents range from .87 to .96 for these five areas
(King, 1982). Total rel iabil ity across grades three to eight is .97 to
.98 (King, 1982). In summary, Mehrens and Lehmann (1986) state:
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... the current ITBS (CTBS) has been carefully constructed.
The 1978 ITBS (CTBS) was carefully normed on a representative sample. The ttlu I tilevel Edition is attractively packaged in a re-usable, spiral-bound booklet. The illustrations are clear and the type is easy to read.. To accommodate more ntailor-maderr indlvidual lzed testing, netv reporting services

were developed. To asslst teachers whose
pupils are mostly "out-of-level", the tests were prepared
and packaged by age rather than grade ìevel s (p.290).
The CTBS can be machine

or

hand-scored

(King, 1982). The total

test battery requires approximately five hours for administration of
which four hours and four mlnutes is actual student working time
(See Table 1). The CTBS subtests administered in this research
study at the grade three ì evel and grade seven I evel s are:
Vocabulary and Reading. At the grade three and seven level s, total
actual student tvorking tfme is 57 minutes. The CTBS subtests used in
this research study are indicated with an astenisk (*) on Table 1.
B. THE STANFORD ACHIEVEI4ENT TEST (SAT) , form E, Primary 3, and form
Advanced, Basic Battery. These editions of the SAT were published in
the United States in 1982. The Stanford Achievement Tests, Primary 3,
E

and Advanced

tests assess listening

spelling, and arithmetic skills.

comprehension, reading, arithmetic,

The Stanford Achievement

Tests

are designed for reflecting instruction in Canadian schools
(Gardner, Rudman, Kar'lsen, and I'lerwin, 1982). In an attempt
to ensure content val ldity, current curricul ar naterial s, textbooks, guideìines, syllabuses, research information, and currlculun
special

and

ists

were consulted

to furnish

in order to prepare instructional objectives

weìl-proportloned curricuìum coverage (Gardner,

Rudman,

Karlsen, and l4erwin, 1982). Item construction principles were carefully
adhered

to

and every

(Gardner, Rudman, Karlsen, and Ìrlerwin, 1982). Every subtest

test item

were edited and reviewed

for suitability for

measure-

I
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TABLE

1

of Subtest Test ltems for Level s
Nine and Thirteen of the C.T.B.S. **

Number

No.
grade

Subtest

*

V:

Vocabu

R:

Reading

lary

of items

3, level 9

No.
grade

of items
7, level 13

Tlne Linits

30

43

ls

44

57

42

Iing

30

43

12

L-2: Capital-

28

31

L2

L-1:

Spel

I

zation

L-3:

Punctuation

28

31

14

L-4:

Usage

27

31

14

36

52

40

37

47

25

28

42

25

23

30

25

?o

45

20

l,l-1:

Vi

sual

l.laterial

s

}J-2: Reference
Materi al
l.l- 1

:

s

l'lath Concepts

l'1-2: lilath

Pro bl ems

14-3: I'lath
Computati on
Test
* Total
Tota l Research Study

350
74

*

* 452
100

244

*57
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of the currlcular objective, style, and content (Gardner, Rudman,
Karl sen, and filerwin, 1982). Furthermore, each test ltem was edited and

ment

for

, cultural , and ethnic bias (Gardner, Rudman,
Kar] sen, and l4erwin, 1982). The Stanford Achievement tests t{ere
examined by curriculum and measurement experts, and participating
teachers in local and national tryout programs (Gardner, Rudman,
Karlsen, and Èlerwin, 1982). A paneì of eight independent minority
educators reviewed the SAT for el imination of sexual , ethnic, cultural ,
reviewed

and

sexual

,

racfal

racial bias (Gardner,

Rudman,

The SAT was standardized

I'lerwin, 1982). The

I

in

Karlsen, and ltlerwin, 198Z).
1981 (Gardner, Rudman, Karlsen,

and

e consisted of approximately 250,000 students in 300 school dl stricts whereas the Spri ng
Fal

Standardizaticin

sampl

Standardization consisted of 200,000 students (Gardner, Rudman,
and Merwin,

1982).

School

Abi'l

ity Test in order to define the

of the

SAT (Gardner, Rudman, Karlsen, and Merwin,

Each student t{as

Ka

r] sen,

also administered the 0tis-Lennon
measurement abil

1982).

ity

Alternate

ity was establ ished by adminfstering Form E and
Form F to 20,000 pupils in grades two to eleven (Gardner, Rudman,
form

rel iabil

Karlsen, and ilerwin, 1982). These 20,000 pupils were also adm.inistened

the 0tis-Lennon School Ability Test (Gardner,

Rudman,

Karlsen,

and

lilerwin, 1982). In order to equate the various levels of the SAT, scores
on subtests were equated

tinuous scale

of

to

scores on adjacent

scores v{as deveìoped

level subtests

and a con-

to permit score interpretation

test levels (Gardner, Rudman, Karì sen, and lrlerwin, 1982).
In addition, in order to equate the various levels of the test, 20,000
pupìls from grades one to eight, and grade ten were administered two
adjacent test levels of the Stanford Achievement tests, using a random
across the

ffi.Fi
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assignment technique (Gardner, Rudnan, Karlsen, and filerwin, 1982).

The SAT provides the foì lowing scores: norm-referenced scores,
percentiles, stanlnes, grade equivalents, and scale. scores, and normal

curve equlvaìents (Gardner, Rudman, Karìsen, and llerwin, lgg2).
Construct val idity rlas ascertained by having

a langer ratio

pupiìs passing test items at higher grade levels (Gardner,

Rudman, Karl-

sen, and I'lerwin, 1982). The test authors clain that test validity can
determined by careful evaluation

of the test content whlch is

in the Stanford Index of Instructional

of

be

furnished

Objectives and comparing this

to your own curricular instructional objectives as a means
of judging the validity of the test for your own needs (Gardner, Rudman,
information

Karl

sen, and lilerwin, 1982). Internal consistency rel iabil

form rel iabil

ity,

and standard error

of

measurement

lty,

alternate

data as

wel

l

as

intercorrel ations between subtests and the 0tls-Lennon Schoo'ì Ability

Test are provided (Gardner, Rudman, Karlsen, and lrierwln, 1982).
Form E Primary

3 level of the

SAT

ty coefficients for the subtests

fon grades 3 and 4 provides reliabilibetvreen .84 and .96

for

Standardization Sampìe, alternate-form subtest rel iabil
betv.reen

.73 and.90

for

is

grade

ity

4,

Faì l

coefficients

grade three, and intercorrelations between .45

and .80 with the 0tis-Lennon School Abil
grade

The

four (Gardner, Rudman, Karlsen,

ity

Test

and lvlerwin,

re: reliabiìity coefficients of

at the beginning

1982).

of

No information

for grade 3, or
inter-correlations with the 0tis-Lennon School Abil lty Test (Gardner,
provided

Rudman,

subtests

Karlsen, and l4erwin, 1982).

For the Form E Advanced Stanford Achievement Test, reliabi'l

efficients
ization

between .80 and .94 are reported

Sample

for

grade

ity

co-

7, Faìl Standard-

only. Alternate forms rel iabi'ì ity coefficients

between
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.74 and .95 for the subtests, and intercorrelation coefficients

.47

and .85

between

wlth the 0tis-Lennon School Ability Test at the beginning of

grade eight are reported (Gardner, Rudman, Kar'l sen, and llerwin, 1982).

!{ith respect to the

SAT, lrlehrens and Lehmann (1986) state:

... one of the most popuìar and useful standardized achieve
ment batteries used in our schools (p.265-266) ... it represents one of the better test batteries for surveying school
achlevement from kindergarten to high school (p.266) ... The
Stanford is quite val id for eval uating pupi'ì status and

progress. For teachers l{ho frequently I ike to obtaln a
cumulative index of thelr pupils' progress, the Stanford ...
provides a cumulative assessment of pupll knowledge with an
articulated series of tests from grades K. to 13. lilany
instances arise when a teacher is lnterested in knowlng
whether their pupiìs are working at thelr capacity. The
Stanford, because it was standardized wJth the 0tis-Lennon
Abiì ity Test, provides for such information. ... Desplte
some rninor criticisms of the Stanford ... we recommend it
highly. The Stanford series were metlcul ously constructed
and standardi zed (p.286 ).
quires approximate'ly

or hand-scored.

total test battery re275 minutes of actual student working time at the

The SAT can be machine

The

level and approximately 220 minutes of actual student
time at the grade seven level (see Table Z).
The

grade three
v,,orking

in this research study at the grade
three and seven levels are: Reading Comprehenslon, Vocabuìary,
Concepts of Number, Mathenatics Computation, and lilathematics Appl ications. The SAT grade three level subtests used in this study require
140 minutes approximately at the grade three ìevel and 145 minutes
approximately at the grade seven level . The SAT subtests used in this
SAT subtests administered

study are indicated

c.

in

Table 2 with an asterisk

(*).

coNcEpTUAL LEARNING AND DEVEL0pt4ENT ASSESST4ENT (CLDA) (!lisconsin

Research and Development Centre For Cognitive Learning, 1977).

The purpose

This test

is

of the

CLDA

is to test

concept attainment mastery.

designed on the Conceptual Learning and Development lilodel
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TABLE

Nunber

Subtest Test ltems for Primary 3,
and Advanced Level , SAT **

of

items Tlme limits No. of ltems Time llmits
PrÍnary 3 Primary 3
Advanced . Advanced
Level
Level
Level gr. 7
Leve l

No.

Subtest

Read i

of

2

ng Comprehension

60

30

60

30

34

20

34

20

42

35

44

40

38

35

40

35

Spel I i ng

36

15

50

15

Language

46

30

59

30

Vocabu lary
(Teac her-d ictated )

38

20

40

20

Li steni ng
Comprehension

40

30

54

30

Concepts

of

Number

l4athematics
Conputation
ltlathematics
Appì

ications

Approx.

(Teacher-dictated)

}Jord Study Ski lI

s

Approx.

Total Test

*

Total Research Study

Approx.
40

*

388

245

272

*Approx.
140

*

30

367

Approx.
280

2!g

*Approx.
145
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(CLDl4) by

The

J.

H.

CLDlvl

Ktausmeier.

is a descriptive, analytical model which defines

levels of concept attainment and likely extensions and uses of
mastery! describes
concepts

the cognitive processes

at the four 'ìevels,

conditions related

needed

and suggests external and

to the specific levels.

guidel

in

schools and

ines have been created using the

to the CLDl4, a concept is
Katzenmaye r, and Sippìe, 1977):

According

...

CLDM

concept

in learning

new

internal ìearning

The concept attainment

levels pìus the conditions and processes of learning
through research and analyses

four

have been isolated

laboratories. Slmilarìy,

and school-based research.

defined as (Klausmeier, Bernard,

ordered information about the properties of one or nore
-- objects, events, or processes -- that enabìes any

things

particular thing or class of things to be differentiated
from, and also related to, other things or cl asses of
things. The trord concept
is used by Klausmeier, Ghatala,
and Frayer (1972) to -desìlnate lnental constructs of indivlduals as well as identifiable public entities that comprise
part of the substance of the various discipìines. Thus, the
terfn concept is used appropriateìy in two different contexts
just as many other Engl i sh words are ... Kl ausmeier, Ghatala, and Frayer (1972) carried the definition further by
specifying eight attrlbutes of concepts: learnability, usability, validity, generality, power, structure, instance
numerousness, and instance perceptibil

The

CLDM

attributes.
:l

i

(p.3).

uses concepts syrnboìized by urords which are definable by

Since one

is

researchers and deveìopers
:::

ity

to ìocate definitions for every word,
of curricular materials have to specify the

unable

clarifying attributes cooperatlveìy or independently wlth
tives from the subject discipì ines.

representa-

of Concept Attainment diagram illustrates the operafions
that are a part of attaining the various concept levels. These operaThe Levels
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tions provide a context to explain short-term
changes occurring over time

ìy

higher Ievels

of

phenomena and

to identify

as newer operations surface and increasing-

attainrnent are nade possible. The

term operations as Guil ford (1967)

did.

Gui

CLDM

uses the

lford describes nemory,

pro-

ductive thinking, cognitlon, and evaluation operationally and formaìly

in test

terns. Gui lford claims that cognition and cognized
patterns should be related. Guflford (1967) defines cognltion thus:
Cognition is awareness, immediate discovery or rediscovery,
or recognition of information in vanious forms¡ comprehension or understanding .... The most general term, awareness,
emphasizes having active information at the moment¡r l--rrthe
present ... the term, Igggg¡jllq, is applled to knowing the
same particular on a second eñcõunter ... if cognition is
practìãã'flffitantaneous, call it recognition¡ li it comes
with a slight delay, call lt "immelïã:i-diäõvery,, (p.203performance

204).

units, which are two lower levels of Guilford,s
taxonomy, include instant discovery, recognition, and awareness. HowClasses and information

ever, comprehension, equated with understanding,
tems and

relations which are products of a higher

is

appì

ìeve1

.

icable to

sys-

Hence, under-

of patterns, structures, sequences, or principles requires
comprehension.
The four Ievel s of Concept Attafnment are
il I ustrated as a means of describing the four I evels for which
learners may naster an identical concept, the processes involved
at every level , concept use and extension, and acquiring names and
standing

rel ated

attri butes.

An exclusive model feature

is the specification of four different

levels of one concept instead of suggesting an end mastery ìevel as
as a concept is learned for the

first time.

Hence,

the

CLDM

soon

descrlbes

in a developmental , long tern context the changes that happen in
mastery for the same learner.

concept
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At the concrete leveì, concept attainment occurs
recognizes an object tvith which he

when

the learner

or she has had prior experience.

At

this time, the object that he or she has experienced initiaìly is experienced in the same fashion preciseìy in the second and later situa-

tions.

The individual attends

to

and discriminates the object from

other objects (Gagne, 1970) and represents

lt lnternalìy as an image of

an object dfrectìy experlenced by the senses (l{oodruff,

1961). At

the

identity level , concept attalnment occurs trhen the individual recognfzes
the same object as at the concrete level but the object is now presented

in a varying modal ity or a different spatia'l -temporal penception.
Generaìization of tv.,o or more representations of the same objects as
being equivaìent

is

the riìost significant feature at this levet.

Classificatory level concept attainment occurs

when

the individual

of similar sets of objects as being
equal in some manner. Hol.lever, individuals may group objects and stitì
remain unable to describe the reasons for grouping (Henley, cited in
Deese, 1967). At the formal leveì, one is able to name and discriminate
the concept, name defining values and attributes, and evaluate accurately situations as being placed or not being placed in a set due to the
absence or presence of definltlonal attributes. Concept attainment at
the formal or classificatory Ievel can be used in four different ways
as il lustrated previously: (1) general fzation to nerlr situations, (2)
deals with ttro exanples, at minimum,

cognition
numerous

of

supraordinate-subordinate relationships, (3) cognition of

other relationships

arnong

concepts, and (4) generalization to

instances. Horizontal and vertical transfer
through extension and util ization of attained concepts.
problem-solving

occurs

:]':::¡:]
::::1:jr'

---lryq

7o

is designed for usage from kindergarten through
grade twelve. However, it is most likely undesfrabìe or unnecessary to
administer all subtests or items at every grade Ievel , as intermediate
students tvill get all test items ln booklet A correct and prlmary children will not be able to do some items in booklets C and D correctly.
The CLDA battery

The amount

of test

items that should be administered must be decided by

taking into account research goals. The test battery is given to whole
classes of students at higher primary levels and upper grades, and to
smalì groups of five to seven students at the lower primary levels.

total test battery lnctuding dinections are read to the
students at all grade levels. Student responses are marked on the test
The

booklet pages. Students are not penmitted

to alter

.

':'
'...,.r',

responses on sub-

tests previous'ìy taken. For this research study onìy the complete Noun

test,

which consists

of

62 items and requlres approximately S0 minutes

to administer, was given to grades three and seven. Table 3 illustrates
the Noun test infornation pertinent to this research study. The low ReIiabi'l ity coefficients obtalned in this study indicate that the Noun
Test test items possess a ìow degree of conslstency for grade seven
|¡linnipeg and grade three and seven lJinnipeg groups. Hence, the Noun

Testisnotasconsistentameasureof1anguageskillsforgradethree
Hinnipeg and grade three and seven Brochet groups as ft is for grade
seven

D.

l,¡i

,.',...r,,:,.

nnl peg groups.

DEì/ELoPING CoGNITIVE

ABILITIES TEST

(DCAT)

,

forms A and B,

1980.

ities

and characteristics which contribute to academic achievement, (DCAT Technical f;lanual and Norms, l9g3).
The DCAT measures two aptitude dimensions (DCAT Technical t|lanual and
The

DCAT

measures those abil

1983). The first dimension of the DCAT measures verbal , spatial ,
and quantitative abilities (DCAT Technical Íilanual and Norms, 19S3).
Whereas verbal skills are the foundation for achfevement in areas conNonns,

...r,.,,.,,r

::i.

::.,,

r,r.,i.ri.i

'-'*'"-*Ë
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TABLE

3

Number of Subtest Test ltems for
for Grades 3 and 7
CLDA lloun

**

No.

of

Time Limi ts

ltems

50 mi n.
approx.

62

sisting of

for

language and reading,

quantitative skills are the foundation

in numericaì, algebraic, and science subjects.
Spatial skills are required in geography, science, and geometry (DCAT
Technlcal Manual and Norms, 1983). The second dimension of the DCAT
furnishes data on five of the six cìasses of Bloom's Taxonomy:
achievement

ication, Analysis, and Synthesis (DCAT
Technical ltlanual and Norms, 1983). Achievement results from these
Knowl

edge, Comprehension,

Appl

subtests provide information about the degree

of individual

abstract

1983). For the grade two
'level only, the content domain is composed of verbal quantitative, and
,
thinking

(DCAT

Technical I'lanual and Norms,

spatial levels only. The cognitive dimension was omitted as the test

felt that a group test would not measure the five categories
with precision at such a young age (DCRT Technical lrlanual and Norms,
1983). The DCAT is a unique assessment instrument tool for the
designers

measurement

of

The combining

student

of

ability

assessing examinee

is

based on

Technical l.lanual and Norms, 1983).

these trro aptltude dimensions (cognitive leveì

content domafn) pnovides the

DCAT

(DCAT

ability

test user trith a

(DCAT

unique instrument for

Technical l+hnual and Norms, 1983).

The

the premise that suitable instruction can improve and

change those abi lities and characteristlcs (OCRf Technical

and Norms,

and

1983).

The data gained from the

DCAT

l4anual

can provide

the

:iæ
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TABLE 4

of ltems For Each of the DCAT Subtests
Levels Three and Seven/Elght A i*

Number

l,l0. of ltems Tlme
Level 3
Llml ts

Subtests

Grade

Verbal
Quanti

tati

ve

Spatial

*

3

for

of ltems

7/84
I

Level s
Grade 7 &

40

3t

26

29

l4

Total Tes t
Total Research Study

No.

14

80

50

*66

)42

?0

80

*60

Time

Limits

22
50

*38

tering instruction for meetlng lndlvldual needs as
naturity and approprlate lnstruc on can create posl ve changes ln
foundatlon

al

cognltlve and academlc
The

DCAT

measures

different tests

of

(DCAT

skflls

(DCAT Technlcaì

llanual and Nonns, 19g3).

aptitude fron grades two through tr{elve uslng slx

Technlcal llanual and Norms, lgg3). l,lhlle ìevel two

of g0 test ltens, levels three to
9/12 conslst of a single test composed of elghty test ltems (DCAT
Technlcaì l,lanual and Norms, l9g3). ln addiilon, whlle worklng fime for
level two is paced by the examiner, s0 mlnutes is suggested as r,orking
time for the entfre test (DCAT Technlcal llanuaì and Norms, l9g3). For
level two, items were chosen for eighty-four varlous tasks. Two
crlterfa were lmportant for item selec on: (l) each task tlas to contaln
three easy ltems that 90 percent of the students could pass, and (2)
conslsts

nfne subtests composed
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to

that would enhance test reliabiì fty. The data
from this second tryout were used to choose items for the final edition
of level two (DCAT Technical Èlanual and Norms, 1983). Traditional and
Rasch latent traft anaìyses were employed to help determine final test
items (DCAT Technical ltlanual and Norms, 1983). For levels three to 9/12
inclusive, test items v{ere created to meet the precise critepia for both
test dimensions (DCAT Technical l.lanual and Norms, 1983). Verbal test
items were

be chosen

items were controlled by selecting words and terms from The Livlng Horld
Vocabulary (Dale and 0'Rourke, 1979), quantitative test items were

selected froíì the most used mathematlcs programs, and spatial test ltems
were designed without standards to ascertain level of difficulty other
than indices

of statistical difficulty

(DCAT

Technical lrlanual and Norms,

1983).

tryouts were administered

(DCAT

Technical lilanuaì and Norms,

Tl,lo
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The

DCAT

was standardized during

the

same

year as the

Comprehensive

Series and the School Attitude l'leasure
Technical l4anual and Norms, 1983). These three tests comprise the

Assessment Program Achievement
(DCAT

Canadian Comprehensive Assessment Program (CCAp) (DCAT Technical lrlanual

and Norms,

1983). The

on 13,047 students from
grades tvto through twel ve from 45 Canadian school districts and l0
separate school systems. The standardization sampìe was derived by
using a stratified rando¡n samp'l ing technique which is based on
proportionate numbers of students fron l,lestern, Central , and Eastern
DCAT tvas standandized

Canada (DCAI Technical ¡,lanual and Norms, 1983).

idation research studies were done during and after test standardization to furnish data necessary for validating alI forms and all
levels of the DCAT. Test content vtas formed, examined, and reflned on
commonly used objectives by qualified groups. Test items were designed
from these objectives and evaluation t{as conducted by reviewers and a
Val

minority-group

panel

.

Sirni

larly,

classroom teachers examined item

lls
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content during

field

assessment. Psychometric analysis was also employ-

ed (DCAT Technical þlanual and Norms, 1983). Item analysis

ls

currently

being done (DCAT Technical Manual and Norms, 1983). The Technical
f;lanual and Norrns (DCAT Technical llanual and Norms , 1983 ) furnJ shes

little

data on test

validity.

Correlation tables with the

Assessnent Program Achievement Series (CAPAS)

Comprehensive

are furnished.

Verbal

subtests have high correl ations t{ith the verbal CAPAS subtests,
especially Reading (Fox, 1985). Modest correlations between CAPAS
Mathematics and DCAT Quantitative and Spatiaì are evident (Fox, 1985).
txanination of Quantitative and Verbal subtests suggest that the DCAT is
very similar to the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and the School and
College Abilltes Test (SCAT) (Fox, 1985). However, no studies are
documented which compare the DCAT with the same type of neasures (Fox,
1985). Research is required, especially for the Spatial Component (Fox,
198s ) .

Rel

iabil

ity is "fairly high" for all

DCAT

forms and levels for

Spatial and Verbal subtests while estimations for Quantitative subtests
tend to be somewhat lower (i.e. from .60 to .68) for level 5/6 for
grades 5,6, and 7 (Fox, 1985). In addition, paral lel test forms correlate highly with composite scores but provide lower correlations for
Spatial subtests (Fox, 1985). Kuder-Richardson Formula Z0 estimates,
which tend

to

be higher than Kuder-Richardson Formula 21 estimates, are

for DCAT test items (DCAT Technical l.lanual
and Norms, 1983). Statistical itern bias analysis was also conducted
using the delta method so that bias for women and minority groups is
being caìculated currently

within a reasonable range (DCAT Technical filanual and Norms, 1983).
The DCAT provides test scores for predicting anticipated achievement Ievel s on the CCAP (DCAT Technical llanual and Norms, 1983).
Similarìy, the DCAT provides the foììowing scores for the content
dimension: raw scores, percentage correct, locaì stanines, national
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stanines, and equaì interval scores and the fotìowing scores

for

the

cognitive dimenslon: percentage correct and average percentage correct
(DCAT Technical ltlanuai and Norms, 1983).

hand-scored. Table

4 il lustrates test

search study with an asterisk

In reviev{ing the

The

DCAT

may be nachine or

subtests pertinent

to this

re-

(*).

DCAT, Fox (1985)

states:

A great deal of time, effort, and thought appears to have
gone into the construction of the DCAT. In time it may wel I
become a widely used and respected measure of developing in-

teìlectual abil ities.

Its potential for diagnostic-prescriptive instructional planning in relationship to the tax-

onomy

more

could indeed make it more generally useful than other

traditional aptitude neasures. At present the

rel iaand predictive val idity studies are not as extensive
and impressive as for some other tests as the SAT and SCAT.
This does not negate its potential for immediate use, but
more research is needed to establish whether or not the test
has predictive powers equivalent to, greater than, or less
than more traditional measures. For notv, the user should be
cautioned about the ways in which this test may be closer to
an achievement measure or different from other aptitude
measures. In thi s case di fferent may indeed eventual ly
prove better (p.a61).

bil

3.

ity

TEST ADMINISTRATION AND SCORING

The

PROCTDURES

tests viere administered according to the directions

suppì

ied

by

the testsr administration manuals with respect to procedures, time
limits, and materials. The entire test battery was administered in
both locations within a trro v{eek period.

4.

SCORING OF RESPONSES

All the tests were marked in accordance with the directions given
in the test manual s. Raw scores were computed for each of the
subtests administered

for this

study.

l
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5.

RESEARCH DESIGN

of the four tests to classrooms of grade three and grade seven learners were organized into the
Data coìlected from the administration

folIowing eight groups:

1. lJinnipeg -

- Verbal Component
2. illnnipeg - Grade 3 - Quantitatlve Conponent
3. Winnipeg - Grade 7 - Verbal Cornponent
4. Winnipeg - Grade 7 - Quantitative Component
5. Brochet - Grade 3 - Verbal Component
6. Brochet - Grade 3 - Quantitative Component
7. Brochet - Grade 7 - Verbal Component
8. Brochet - Grade 7 - Quantitative Component
Each group of data was analyzed to provide the
Grade

3

,

l

means,

standard

]

l

deviations, sample sizes, Kuder-Richardson Reliabiìity coefficients
(KRzO), and the

for
consi

each

correlatlons

group.

stency

coefficients

of

between

the

DCAT

The Cronbach Apha vras used

each

between

test.

the

DCAT

identify the relationships

and the other three tests

to

estimate the internal

The Pearson Product liloment Correl ation
and the other three

between

the

DCAT

tests were computed to

and the other three tests.

i

Ê!Æw------.'---'--
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS, ANALYSES, AND DISCUSSION

The purpose

of this chapter is to

inferential statistics

and

and

to discuss the results of this study.

The means, standard deviations, and
ar¡ong

present the descriptive

the correlation coefficients

the varlables were computed on the 286 lBlil microcomputer using the

StatPac Gold program. Table

5 presents the means, standard deviations,

Reliability coefficients, and sample sizes for
each of the subtests. Table 6 presents a summary of the Cronbach Alpha
Rel iabil ity coefficients for each test used in this study. Tabl es
Kuder-Richardson (KRz0)

7

-

14 present the correlation matrices

each Iocation and

tras used

to

grade.

measure

for the sets of variables

The Pearson Product Correlation coefficient

the relationship between pains of subtests.

Cronbach Al pha Reliabil

in

lty coefficient

was used

to

examine

the

The

average

(i.e. verbal and
quantitative versus grade versus ìocation). To compare the equal ity of
correlation coefficients across both locations, Bonferonl at the .01
intercorrelations

of the

ìevel of slgnificance

subtests vtithin

was used.

a

group

È]wi

I
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PRESENTATION OF DATA

Descriptlve Statistics
Table 5 contains the results

ten varlables. The means
(N) and the

for

(1.1)

,

of the descriptive statistics of

the

standard deviations (SD), sample sizes

reliability coefficients (fnZ0) are grouped by grade

levels

each location.

Verbal

Component

Verbal The range of scores for grade three Winnipeg

DCAT

The grade three l,llnnipeg mean, standard

deviation, and

v{as 13

KR20

to

37.

Reliability

coefflcient were 28.38, 5.71, and 0.83 respectively. A raw score of 29
'fs equivalent to the 48th percentile (DCAT Technical Ìilanual and Norms,
1983). The grade three ltinnipeg mean of 28.39
percentil

e whlch is

seven points

bel

is

equlvalent

ow the 50th percentil

to the 43rd

e.

Twenty-

three students performed at or below the 48th percentile and 17 students
performed above the 48th percentile.
The range

of

scores

for

grade three Brochet was seven

grade three Brochet mean, standard devlation, and KR20

efficient

were 19.61,

equivalent
19.61

Rel

to 30.

The

ity

co-

iabll

7.98, and 0.90 respectively. A rav{ score of 29 is

to the 48th percentile.

The grade three Brochet mean of

fs equivalent to the l2th percentlle which is 30 points beìow

50th percentile. Tvrenty'eight students penformed below the

the

4Bth

percentlle and three students performed above the 48th percentile.
The range

of

scores

for

grade seven llinnlpeg ¡vas six

grade seven tlinnlpeg mean, standard deviation, and KR20

efficient

were 18.59,

Rel

to 26.
iabil

ity

The

co-

5.06, and 0.82 respectively. A rav{ score of 19 is
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TABLI

5

Ìlleans, Standard Deviations, KR20 Rel iabiì ity Coefficients,
and Sample Sizes For Grade 3 and Grade 7 WinnÌpeg and Brochét

TESTS
DCAT-

3

verbal

l4ean

s. D.
KRzO
N

CTBS- Voca bu I

ary

l4ea n

s. D.
KR2O
N

GRADE

llinnipeg 3 Brochet 7 Winnipeg 7 Brochet
28.38
5.71
0.83

19.61
7.98

40

31

0. 90

18.59
5.06
0 .82
17

20.43
5.67
0.85

27.20
8. 95

40

49

24.98

27

11.00
2.85
0. 34
30

0. 91

CTBS-Reading
l4ean
S. D.

11

0.85

KR2O

40

N

SAT-Rdg.

.55
.68
0.92

7 EE

49

Comp.

l'lean
s. D.

36.77
10.66

23.36
5.81

KRzO

0. 94
39

25

18.7 4

11

N

0. 65

SAT-Vocabulary
l'le a n

s.D.

4.77
0.78

KR2O
N

CL

0. 05

30

23.81
7 .2L
0.86

11.29
2.95
0.23

23.77
7.L1
0.77

?Q

25

42

28

33.92
4.51
0.25

31.00
2.97
0.37

42.91
7 .58
0.86

35

DA- Noun

l'lean

s.D.

KR2O
N

DCAT-Quantltative
S.D.
KR2O
N

Concepts

21

11.35
3. 10
0.48

Mea n

SAT-

.00
2.69

33.12
14.14
0.95
42

of

s. D.
KR2O
N

l4ean

S. D.
KR2O

SAT-Math Applics.

s. D.
KR2O
N

7.45
2.73
0.38

10.7i
3.69
0.57

.20
.03

0. 46
30

9.00
3.59
0.61

40

31

l7

30

19.33
5 .55
0.85

10.44
3.31
0.40

19.02
7 .47
0.89

lt.47

39

27

46

30

23.76
8.95
0.91

16.5

20.96
9.68
0.92

14.53
5.93
0.81

40

27

46

30

22.03
7.30
0.87

11.31
5.21
0.7 7

t9.7
9

.40
4.78

40

26

46

0. 69
30

SAT-l'lath Comput.

l;lean

44

No.

l4ea n

N

t4

4

5

I .48

0. 90

4

.04
0. 91

.80
0.21
2

11
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to the 47th percentile. The grade 7 }tinnipeg mean of 18.59
is equivalent to the 47th percentile which is three points below the

equivalent

50th percentile. Ten students performed at or below the 47th percentile
and seven students performed above the 47th percentile.

five to 15. The
grade seven Brochet mean, standard deviation, and KR20 Rel iabitity
coefficient v{ere 11.00, 2.85, and 0.39 respectively. A raw score of 19
is equivalent to the 47th percentile. The grade 7 Brochet mean of Ll.OO
is equivalent to the 6th percentiìe t,Jhich is 44 points belot{ the 50th
The range

of

scores

for

grade seven Brochet lvas

percentile. Trtenty-eight students performed below the 47th percentile
and two students performed above the 47th percentiìe.
The mean DCAT Verbal scores obtained by

lJhile the

mean DCAT

average, the mean

groups were variable.

Verbal score obtained by grade seven }Jinnipeg

DCAT

Verbal scores viere

grade three llinnipeg and below average

Brochet.

aìl

The mean score obtained

for

slightly

below average for

grade three and grade seven

by the grade three l,linnipeg

indicated that the grade three Winnipeg verbal cognitive abil

average.

However,

the

groups vras

slightly

below

mean score obtained

group

ities

were

by grade seven !Jinnipeg

average. The mean scores obtained by grade

three and seven Brochet groups indicated that cognitive abilities
below average

was

were

for these groups.

Likewise, the KR20
Verbaì were high

for

Rel

iabil

ity coefficients obtained for

grade three l.linnipeg, grade three Brochet,

and

ity coefficient

for

grade seven l.linnipeg. Hov{ever, the KRz0 Reliabil
grade seven Brochet was

low.

The low

Reliability coefficient

by grade seven Brochet indicated that the

not a consistent

DCAT

measure

DCAT

Verbal

of verbal abilities for

obtained

test itens

were

grade seven Brochet

È.é.-

l

€Fq
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students. The higher rel labil ity coefficients obtained by grade

thnee

l,linnipeg, grade three Brochet, and grade seven l.linnipeg indicated that

the

DCAT

Verbal

test items were more consistent for grade three

}linnipeg, grade three Brochet, and grade seven Hinnipeg than

for

grade

Brochet. Hence, the DCAT Verbal subtest was not as reliable a
measure of verbal abilities for grade seven Bnochet as it ÍJas for grade
seven

three l,linnipeg, grade three Brochet, and grade seven l.linnipeg.
Vocabulary The range

CTBS

to 30.

of

scores

for

grade three l,linnipeg

The grade three l,linnipeg mean, standard

I¡a

s

nine

devlation, and KRz0

Re-

iabiìity coefficient were 20.43, 5.67, and 0.85 respectively. The raw
score of 23 is equivalent to a grade score of 3.9. The mean raw score
of 20.43 is equivalent to a 3.5 grade average or 0.4 bel ow grade
average. The raw score of nine is equivalent to a grade 2.4 or 1.5
below grade average while the raw score of 30 is equivalent to a 6.1
grade average of 2.3 above grade average. Twenty-five students
performed beì ow grade average and 15 students performed at or above
'I

grade

av

e

ra ge.

The range

of scores for

grade seven }{innipeg was

eight to

41.

The

grade seven Ninnipeg mean, standard deviation, and KR20 Reliability

coefficient

respectively. The raw scores of
32 and 33 are equivalent to grade scores of 7.8 and 8.0. The mean raw
score of 27.20 is equivalent to a grade average of 7.1 or 0.8 below
grade average. The raw score of eight is equivaìent to ?.2 ot 5.7 below
grade average. The raw score of 41 is equivaìent to a 9.7 grade average
were

or 1.8 above

27.20,8.95,

and 0.82

grade average. Thirty-two students performed belo}J grade

average and 17 students performed above grade average.
The mean CTBS Vocabulary scores obtained by grade

three and seven

}{innipeg groups r{ere sì ightly below average. The mean scores obtained

82

in both grades three and seven llinnipeg indicated that the vocabulary
skills of grade three and seven l,linnipeg groups trere slightly beìow
average. The KR20 Rel fabil ity coefficients obtained for CTBS Vocabu'lary were high for both grade three and grade seven ltinnlpeg. The high
rellability coefficients obtained in grade three and seven }linnipeg indicated that the

CTBS Vocabutary

test

items were very consistent for

of students. Hence, the CTBS Vocabulary subtest was a
rel iable measure of vocabulary skills for lJlnnipeg.
CTBS Reading The range of scores for grade three Hinnipeg tras 13 to 39.
these two groups

The grade three mean, standard deviation, and KR20

Reliabitity coefficient were 24.98, 7.55, and 0.85 respectively. A raw score of 28 is
equivalent to a grade score of 3.9. The mean raw score of 24.95 is
equivalent to a grade 3.7 average or 0.2 below grade ìevel . The raw
score of 13 is equivalent to a grade three score of 2.4 or 1.5 below

average. The mean raw score of 38 is equivalent to a grade
average of 5.0 or 1.1 above grade average. Twenty-three students
performed bel ow grade average and 17 students performed at or above
grade

grade

av era

ge.

The range

of

scores

for

grade seven lJinnipeg was 12

to 54.

The

grade seven liinnipeg mean, standard deviation, and KR2O Reliability

coefficient were 27.55, 11.65 and 0.91 respectively. The rat^, score of
37 is equivalent to a grade score of 7.g. The mean rat{ score of 27.55

is

equivalent to a 6.9 grade average or 1.0 below grade

leveì.

The raw

of 12 is equivalent to a 4.1 grade average or 3.8 below grade
average while the ratv score of 54 is equlva'ì ent to a 10.4 grade average
score

or 2.5

above grade

average and

1l

average. Thirty-nine students performed betow

grade

students performed above grade average.

The mean CTBS Reading scores obtained

by grade three and

seven

s.#q
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lrlinnipeg groups were

in

slightly

below average. The mean scores obtained

both grade three and seven !{innipeg groups indicated that the reading

skilIs of

grade three and seven Winnipeg groups were sl ight'ly below

average. The KR20 Rel iabil ity coefficients obtained for CTBS Reading
were high for both grade thnee and grade seven l.linnipeg. The high
rel iabi

lity coefficlents obtained in

indicate that the

grade three and seven llinnipeg

test items were very consistent for these
two groups of students. Hence, the CTBS Reading subtest was a reliable
measure of reading skills for Winnipeg.
CTBS Readlng

SAT Reading Comprehension The range

was

l1 to 54.

KRz0

of

scores

for

grade three lJinnipeg

The grade three !linnipeg mean, standard deviation,

Reliability coefficient

$,ere

and

36.77, 10.66, and 0.94 respectively.

of 43 is equivalent to a Spring grade score of 3.9. The
mean score of 36.77 is equivalent to a grade score of 3.2 or 0.7 below
grade average. The raw score of 11 is equivalent to a 1.7 grade average
or 2.2 below grade average. The raw score of 54 ls equivaìent to a
grade average of 7.6 or 3.7 above grade average. Twenty-two students
The raw score

performed bel ow grade average and 17 students performed above grade
average.

of

for

to 38. The grade
three Brochet mean, standard deviatfon, and the KR20 Reliability coefficient were 23.36, 5.81, and 0.65 respectively. The raw score of 43 is
equivalent to a Spring grade score of 3.9. The mean raw score of 23.36
is equivalent to a grade average of 2.3 or 1.6 below grade average. The
ravt score of 13 is equivalent to a 1.8 grade average or 2.1 below grade
average. The raw score of 38 is equlvaìent to a grade average of 3.3 or
0.6 below grade level . Twenty-five students performed below grade
The range

scores

grade three Brochet l{as 13

average and no students performed above grade average.

i::ææ

--------l
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The range

of

scores

for

grade seven llinnipeg was 10

to 58.

The

grade seven l.linnipeg mean, standard deviation, and KR20 Reìiability

coefficient

were 33.12, 14.14, and 0.85

respectively. The rav{ scores of

to Spring grade scores of 7.7 and 8.0. The
mean rav{ score of 32..57 is equivalent to a grade average of 6.6 or 1.3
below grade average. The raw score of l0 is equivalent to a 3.0 grade
average whlle the raw score of 58 is equivalent to a PHS (Post High
School ) grade average. Fourteen students performed bel ow grade
37 and 38 are equivalent

average and 28 students performed above grade average.
The range

of

scores

for

grade seven Brochet was

eight to

40.

The

grade seven Brochet mean, standard deviation, and KR20 Reliabil ity

coefficient were 23.77, 7.11, and 0.77 respectiveìy. The raw scores of
37 and 38 are equivaìent
mean ra|v score

of

to

Spring grade scores

The

to a grade
3.2
of eight is equivalent to 2.8 or 5.1

23.77 1s equivalent

below grade average. The raw score

of 7.7 and 8.0.
average of 4.7 or

beìow grade average. Twenty-nine students scored below average and

one

student scored above average.
The mean SAT Reading Comprehension scores were below average for
al

I

grade three and seven lJinnipeg

score tvas the l east

score.

bel

groups. The grade three

llinnipeg

ow average, fol I owed by grade seven tli nni peg

third below average. Grade
seven Brochet had the lowest scone of alì the four groups. The mean
scores obtained by alI the groups indicated that reading comprehension

skills

The grade three Brochet score ranked

were below average

for all

grade three and seven !Jinnipeg

and

groups. The KR20 Rel iabil ity coefficients obtained for SAT
Reading Comprehension riere high for both grades three and seven lrlinnipeg. The SAT Reading Comprehension reliability coefficients were substantlally lower for grades three and seven Brochet. The higher rel iaBrochet

lüii4ë4
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bll

ity coefficients

indicated that

obtained

in

both grades three and seven lJinnipeg

test items v.tere more consistent
for grade three and seven l,linnipeg than for grade three and seven
SAT Reading Comprehension

Brochet. Hence, the
able a measure

of

reading comprehenslon

Brochet groups as
SAT

SAT Reading Comprehension

it

was

Vocabulary The range

to 32.

for
of

reli-

subtest was not as

for the grade three and seven

grade three and seven l.linnipeg groups.

scores

for

grade three }Jinnipeg was seven

The grade three lJinnipeg mean, standard

deviation, and KR20 Reli-

ability coefficient were 18.74, 4.77, and 0.78 respectiveìy. A Spring
rav.r score of 25 is equivalent to a 3.9 grade average. The mean ratv
score of 18.26 is equivalent to a Spring grade three score of 2.6 or 1.3
beìow grade average. The raw score of seven is equivalent to Kìndergarten five months level or 3.4 below grade average. The raw score of

32

is

equivalent

to a grade average of 6.5 or 1.4 below grade level .

Thirty-six students performed below grade level and three
performed at or above grade average.
The range

of

scores

for

grade three Brochet was

five to 15.

grade three Brochet mean, standard deviation, and KR20

coefficient

were

11.00,2.69, and 0.05 respectively.

students

Rel

The

iabiì ity

The mean ral{ score

of 11.00 is equivalent to a Spring grade three score of 1.4 or 2.5 below
grade average. The raw score of five is equivaì ent to a preKingdergarten grade leveì

is

equivalent

to a

or 3.9

below grade level

grade average

Tvrenty-five students performed

bel

.

of 2.1 or 1.8

The raw score

of

15

betow grade level.

ow grade average and no students

performed above grade average.

The range

of

scores

for

grade seven l'Jinnipeg was

six to 40.

The

grade seven l,Iinnipeg mean, standard deviation, and KR20 Reliability
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coefficient

u,ere 23.81,

7.21,

and

0.86 respectively. The nean raw score

of 24,36 ls equivaìent to a grade score of 3.8 or 0.1 below grade level .
The raw scores of 25 and 26 are equivalent to Spring grade scores of 7.8
and

8.2.

The raw score

of six is

equivalent

to a 2.5

5.4 belor'l grade average. The raw score of 40

is

grade average or

equivalent

to a grade

of 8.6 or 0.7 above grade average. Twenty-four students
performed below a 7.8 grade average and l8 students performed above an

average

8.2 grade

av ena

ge.

The range

of

scores

for

grade seven Brochet was four

grade seven Brochet mean, standard deviation, and KR20

efficient
and 26

were

are

raw score

11.29,2.96,

equivalent

to

and 0.23

respectively.

Spring grade scores

8.2.

of 5.8 or 2.L
beì

The

25

mean

below grade

of four is equivalent to a 1.4 grade ìeve'l or 6.5

below grade average. The raw score

performed

and

co-

of

The raw scores

of 7.8

The

Reliability

of 11.29 is equivalent to a 3.6 grade ìevel or 4.3

average. The raw score

average

to 19.

of 19 is

equivalent

to a grade

below grade average. Twenty-eight students

ow grade average and no students performed above grade

average. The very low rel iability coefficient (0.25) indicated that the
Sat

Vocabul

ary test items were an inconsistent neasure of

skills for grade seven Brochet

vocabul ary

students.

The mean SAT Vocabulary scores obtained by grade three and seven

tlinnipeg groups

in llinnipeg

average

to highly

closest

to

and Brochet varied from very

slightly

below

below average. The grade seven llinnipeg scores

v{ere

average, followed by gnade three !,linnipeg, grade three

Brochet. The mean raw scores obtained
indicated that vocabulary skills are below average for alI groups with

Brochet, and grade seven

Brochet grade seven being the

lowest.

The KR20

Reliabillty coefficients
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were hlgh

for

grade seven lJinnfpeg, and low

for

grades three and seven

Brochet. The higher rel iabil ity coefficient obtained in grade seven
lJinnipeg indicated that the SAT Vocabulary test items were more conslstent for grade seven llinnipeg than for grade seven Brochet. The
noderate reliability coefflcient obtained for grade three l,linnipeg indicated that the SAT Vocabulary test items were of moderate consistency
for grade three Winnipeg. The low rel iabil ity coefficients obtained for
grades three and seven Brochet slgnffied
was

that the

SAT Vocabulary subtest

not as reliable a measure of vocabuìary skil1s for grades three

seven Brochet as

it

was

Noun The range

CLDA

of

for

grades three and seven Winnipeg.

scores

for

were 33.92, 4.51

,

to

42.

Reliability

co-

grade three lJinnipeg was 22

The grade three mean, standard deviation, and KR20

efficient

and 0.25

respectively. Ttlenty-tvlo students

performed below the mean and 17 students performed above the mean.

range

of

Brochet

and

The

to 36. The grade three
mean, standard deviation, and KRz0 Reliabllity coefficient
scores

for

grade three Brochet was 27

respectively. Five students performed
and nine students performed at or above the mean.

scores were 31.00, 2.97, and 0.39
below the mean,

The nange

of

scores

for

gnade seven lJinnipeg was 28

to 54.

The

grade seven Hinnipeg mean, standard deviation, and KR20 Reliability co-

efficient

were 42.91,

7.58,

and 0.86

respectfvely. Twenty-five

students

performed belotr the nean and 19 students performed above the mean.

The range

of

scores

for

to 47. The
ity coefficient

grade seven Brochet tras 29

grade seven mean, standard deviation, and KR20 Rel.iabil

respectively. Twelve students performed
below the mean and 18 students performed at or above the mean.

were 35.20, 4.03, and 0.46

The CLDA Noun mean scores obtained by grade three and seven l,linnipeg groups were hlgher than the scores obtained by grade three and seven
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Brochet

groups.

However,

the Brochet group sample size tras almost too

small to make a credible evaluatlon. The mean scores indicated that
noun skills were higher for grade three and seven llinnipeg groups than

for

groups.

grade three and seven llinnlpeg

The KR20 Ret iabi

lity

coefflclent obtained for grade seven l,linnipeg was high whereas the
reliability coefficients obtained for grade three l,linnipeg, grade three
and grade seven Brochet were low. The high rellability coefficient
obtained in grade seven }linnlpeg lndicated that the CLDA Noun test items
l{ere more consistent for grade seven l,linnfpeg than for grade three
l,linnipeg, grade three Brochet, or grade seven Brochet. Therefore, the
CLDA Noun test vlas not as rel iabl e a measure of language skil I s for
grade 3 tli nni peg , grade 3 Brochet, or grade 7 Brochet as it was for
grade 7 l.linnipeg.
Quanti tat i ve Conponent

Quantitative The range of rav{ scores for grade three }Jinnipeg was
flve to 18. The grade three t.linnipeg mean, standard deviation, and the
KR20 Retiability coefficient weie 11.35, 3.10, and 0.48 respectively. A
DCAT

of

is

to the 46th percentile while a rat{ score
of 15 fs equlvalent to the 52nd percentile. The grade three Winnfpeg
mean of 11.35 is equlvalent to the 32nd percentile which is lB
ratv score

14

equivalent

points belovr the 50th percentiìe. Nineteen students performed below the

46th percentile.
percentile.

Twenty-three students performed below

Eleven students performed

and seven students performed

The range

of

scores

at or

for

at or

above

above the

the

52nd

46th percentile

the 52nd percentlle.

grade three Brochet r{as t},o

to 13.

The

grade three Brochet mean, standard deviation, and KR2O Reìiabillty

coefficient ¡,ere 7.45, 2.73, and 0.38 respectively. A raw scone of l4
is equivalent to the 46th percentile v{hi le a raw score of l5 is

¿qæè

I
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equivalent to the 52nd percentile. The grade three Brochet mean of 7.45

is equivalent to the 15th percentile or 35 points

below the 50th
percentile. Thlrty-one students performed below the 46th percentile and
no students performed above the 46th percentile. Thirty-one students
performed below the 52nd percentile and no students performed above the
52nd percenti I e.
The range

of

ratv scores

for

grade seven lrlinnipeg was 6

grade three tlinnipeg mean, standard deviation, and the KR20

to 18.

The

Reliabitity

coefficÍent were 10.71, 3.69, and 0.57 respectively. A raw score of 13
is equivaìent to the 47th percentite while a raw score of l4 is
equivalent to the 54th percentile. The grade seven l.linnipeg mean of
10.71

is

equival

pencentile.

ent to the 28th percenti-le or 22 points below the

50th

five students above the
47th percentile. Thirteen students performed below and four students
Twelve students performed below and

performed above the 54th percentile.

The range

of

rat¡J

scores

for

grade seven Brochet vras three

to

17.

The grade seven Brochet mean, standard deviation, and

the KR20 Rel iability coefficient rrere 9.00,3.59, and 0.61 respectiveìy. A raw score
of 13 is equivalent to the 47th percenti'l e while a rarv score of 14. is
equivalent to the 54th percentile. The grade seven Brochet mean of 9.00

is

equivalent

to the 13th percenti'l e or 37 points

below the 50th

percentile. Twenty-three students performed below and seven students
performed above the 47th percentile. Twenty-six students performed
below and

four students performed above the 54th percentiìe.

The mean DCAT Quantitative scores obtained by

aìI

groups were below

average. Grade three lJinnipeg performed best, followed by grade

seven

[.linnipeg, grade seven Brochet, and grade three Brochet. The mean scores
obtained by

all

grade three }Jinnipeg and Brochet groups indicated that

:::Þ.Ê#
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for all grades and sites. The reìiability coefficients were moderate for grade seven lJinnipeg and grade
seven Brochet. However, the reliability coefficients for grade three
lJinnipeg and grade three Brochet were low. The moderate reìiability
quantitative

skills

were below average

coefficlents obtalned for grade seven llinnipeg and grade seven
indicated that the

Brochet

Quantitative test items were moderately consisgrade seven }{innipeg but they were of low consistency as a
DCAT

tent for
measure of quantitative skills for

grade three l.linnipeg and grade

seven

(l;l-1)

grade

Broc het .

of

SAT l;lathematics Concepts

three }Jinnipeg was 6

Number

to 28.

The range

The mean, standard

of

scores

for

deviation, and KR20

ity coefficient vlere 18.85, 6.27, and 0.85 respectively. The rarv
scores of 22 and 23 are equivalent to Spring grade scores of 3.8 and
4.0. The mean rav{ score of 18.85 is equivalent to a 3.3 grade average
or 0.6 below grade level . The raw score of 6 is equivalent to a grade
Rel

iabil

of 1.3 or 2.6 below grade average while the ralr score of 28 is
equivalent to a 5.4 grade average or 1.5 above grade average. 26
average

students performed belotv grade average and 13 students performed
grade

av era

above

ge.

The range
mean, standard

of

scores

for

deviation, and

grade three Brochet was
KR20 Rel iabi l

five to 17.

ity coefficient

The

v{ere 10.44,

3.31, and 0.40 respectively. The raw scores of 22 and 23 are equivalent

to

Spring grade scores

of 3.8

and

4.0.

The mean raw score

equivalent to a 1.9 grade average or 2.0 below grade level

of five

.

of

10.44 is

Rav{ scores

are equivaìent to grade scores of 1.1 and 3.0. Twentyseven students performed below a 3.8 grade average and no students perand 17

formed above a 3.8 grade

ìeveì.

Tv{enty-seven students performed beìow

4.0 grade level and no students performed above a 4.0 grade level.

a

ÈÌ!w
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The range

of

scores

for

grade seven Winnipeg was seven

mean, standard deviation, and KR20

Rel

iabi'ì

ity coefficient

to 33.

The

were 19.02,

respectively. The raw scores of 19 and 20 are equivalent
to Spring scores of 7.7 and 8.0. The mean rarr score of 19.02 is equivalent to a 7.7 grade average or 0.2 below grade level . The raw score of
eight is equivalent to a 4.9 grade average or 3.0 below grade level .
The raw score of 33 is equivalent to a PHS (Post High Schooì ) grade
level or S.0+ above grade level . Twenty-six students performed at or
below the 7.8 grade level and 2L students perforned at or above the 8.0
7.47,

and 0.40

grade I evel

.

The range

of

scores

for

grade seven Brochet v.tas seven

to 19.

The

deviation, and KR20 Reliability coefficient vrere 11.47,
2.80, and 0.61 respectiveìy. The raw scores of 19 and 20 are equivaìent

mean, standard

to

of 7.8 and 8.0.

of 11.47 is
equivalent to a grade level of 5.7 ot 2.2 below grade level . The raw
score of seven is equivaìent to a 4.6 grade level or 3.1 above grade
level . The raw score of 19 is equivalent to a 7.7 grade level or 0.2
below grade ìeveì. Thlrty students performed below grade level and no
Spring scores

The mean ralv score

students performed above grade level.
The mean SAT

1.1-

I

scores obtained by

alI

groups tiere below average

in varying degrees. lJhile the grade seven t,linnipeg mean score was very
slightly below average, the mean score obtained by grade three l,linnipeg
$linnlpeg. Grades three and seven Brochet
obtained the lowest mean scores of the four groups. The mean scores
earned by aìl groups indicated that concept of number skllls for all
was lower than grade seven

students

in all four groups were below average. The KR20 Rel iablity

coefficients were hlgh for grade three and seven l,linnipeg but were

for

grade three and seven

ìow

Brochet. The higher reìiability coefficients
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obtained

in

both llinnipeg groups indlcated that

more conslstent

for

SAT 14-1

as reliable as a neasure of concepts of
as it was for ltlnnipeg.

vlas not

SAT

ìhthematics Conputation (l;1-2) The range

Ì,linnipeg was nlne

iterns

grade three and seven l,linnipeg groups than

three and grade seven Brochet groups. Therefore, the
Brochet

test

to 39. The mean,

of

grade

SAT i1-1 subtest

number

scores

for

were

for

skllls

for

grade three

standard deviation, and KR20

Rel

ia-

bility coefflcient nere 23.76, 8.95, and 0.91 respectlvely. The raw
scores of 25 and 26 are equlvalent to Spring grade scores of 3.8 and
4.0. The mean rar{ score of 23.76 is equivalent to a 3.7 grade leveì or
0.2 below grade level . The raw score of nine is equivalent to a grade
level of 1.5 or 2.4 below grade level while the raw score of 39 is
equivalent to a 3.5 grade ìevel or 0.4 belovr grade level . Thirty-four
students perforned below grade level and six students performed above
grade ì eveì

.

The range

of

scores

for

grade thnee Brochet vlas seven

to 33.

The

Reliabllity coefficient t{ere 16.55,
8.48, and 0.90 respectively. The raw scores of 25 and 26 are equivaìent
to Spring grade scores of 3.8 and 4.0. The mean score of 16.55 is
equivalent to a 2.7 grade level or 1.2 below grade level . The rnean raw
score of seven is equivalent to a 1.2 grade level or 2.7 belotr grade
level . The raw score of 16.55 is equivalent to a 5.2 gnade level or 2.7
below grade level . Twenty-tr{o students performed below grade level and
five students performed above grade level .
The range of scores for grade seven Winnipeg rras eight to 36. The
mean, standard

deviation, and

KR20

mean, standard

deviation, and

KR20 Rel

iabiìity coefficient

v{ere 20.96,

9.68, and 0.92 respectiveìy. The raw scores of 22 and 23 ape equivalent

to

Spring grade scores

of 7.8

and

8.0.

The mean rav{ score

of 20.96 is

+é*_Ë#]
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equlvalent to a 7.5 grade level

or.4

belotr grade level

.

The raw score

of efght is equivalent to a 4.8 grade score and the ra}r score of 36 is
equivalent to a PHS grade level . Twenty-eight students performed belorr
grade

level

and 18 students performed above grade level .

The range

of

scores

for

grade seven Brochet ttas three

to 27.

The

the KR20 Reliabillty coefficient were
14.53, 5.93, and 0.81 respectlve'ly. The raw scores of 22 and 23 are
equivalent to Spring grade scores of 7.8 and 8.0. The mean rav{ score of
14.53 is equivalent to a 6.2 grade level or 1.7 below grade level . The
raw score of three is equfvalent to a 3.3 grade score or 4.6 below grade
level. The raw score of 27 is equivalent to a 9.2 grade level or 1.3

mean, standard deviation, and

above grade

leveì.

Tlrenty-nine students performed beìow grade level

and

one student performed above grade level .

The raw nean scores obtained by al l groups were below average.

not as drastically low as many of
the other subtests previously described. The below average SAT il-2
However, these mean ravl scores were

skills are sonewhat below
average for ôl I lJinnipeg and Brochet groups. The KR20 Rel iabil ity
coefficients obtained for SAT l.,l- 2 trere high for aì l groups for both
sites. The high correlation coefficients obtalned by all groups in alì
scores lndicated that mathematics computatlon

sltes signified that the SAT M-2 test items were consistent as a neasure
of mathematics conputation skil I s.
SAT l.'lathematics

Appllcations (14-3) The range of scores for grade three

to 36. The mean, standard deviat'ion, and KR20 Reliabilfty coefficient l{ere 22.03, 7.30, and 0.87 respectively. The raw
score of 25 is equivalent to a Spring grade score of 3.9. The mean raw
score of 22.03 is equivalent to a 3.5 grade level or 0.4 belot{ grade
level . The raw score of nine is equivalent to a grade average of 1.6
}Jinnipeg was nlne

itÌæ
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trhlle the raw score of 36 is equivalent to a 8.0 grade level . Twentyseven students performed below grade level and 13 students performed at
or above grade ì eveì .
The range
mean, standard

of

scores

for

grade three Brochet was

deviation, and

KR20

five to 19.

The

Reliabillty coefficient Ì{ere 11.31,

5.21, and 0.77 respectively. The raw score of 25

is

equfvalent

to

a

of 3.9. The mean raw score of 11.31 ls equlvalent to
a 1.9 grade level or 2.0 below grade level. The raw score of five is
equivalent to a 1.0 grade average while the raw score of 19 is
equivalent to a grade level of 3.1. 26 students performed below grade
Spring grade score

level

and no students performed above grade Ievel .

The range
mean, standard

of

scones

for

grade seven llinnipeg

deviation, and

KR20 Rel

iabil

is tno to 34.

lty coefficient

The

were 19.74,

9.04, and 0.91 respectively. The raw scores of 33 and 34 are equivalent

to Spring

grade scores

of 7.8

and

8.0.

The mean ravr score

of

19.74 is

to a 7.8 grade average or 0.1 below grade level . The ral{
score of two is equivalent to a 3.0 grade avenage or 4.9 beìow grade
I evel .
A rav{ score of 34 i s equivaì ent to a PHS grade I evel or
equivalent

9.0+ above grade

level. Forty-four students

level and four students
The range
mean, standard

of

perfonned below grade

performed above grade level .

scores

for

devlation, and

grade seven Brochet
KR20

4.78, and 0.69 respectfvely. The

is three to 21.

Reliabillty coefficient

mean

rat{ score

of

11.40

The

were 11.40,

is

equivalent

to a 5.7 grade level or 2.2 below grade level . The raw score of three
ls equivalent to a 3.5 grade level whlle the rat{ score of 21 is
equivalent to a grade level of 8.0. Thirty students performed below
grade

level and no students performed above grade

scores obtained

for

al

ì

groups

leveì.

The raw

mean

at both sides were below average

in
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varying degrees.
v{ere very

l,lhf

le the grade three and seven I'linnipeg

mean scores

sìightìy belorl average, the rav{ mean scores for grade

three

and grade seven Brochet were sonewhat hlgher.
The below average SAT

both sites indlcated that
somewhat beìow average

in

3 raw mean scores obtained by

l'l-

al

I

groups

at both sites

mathematlcs appllcatlon

alì

groups at

were sl ightìy or

skills.

SU14¡1ARY

all the

sites studied, 36 sets of scores were
obtained. Thlrty-two of these 36 sets of scores possessed standardized
criteria for evaluating rav{ mean scores. Only the CLDA Noun test
For

possessed

groups and

no standardized criteria for evaluatlng ravl mean

scores.

of the 32 sets of scores evaluated using standardized evaluation
criteria, students fn grade three and grade seven l,linnipeg performed
beìow grade level in 31 of the 32 subtests. The onìy subtest and group
in which achievement was at grade level was DCAT Verbal for grade seven
l.linnipeg. In none of the groups or sites did the rat{ means achievement
scores exceed grade Ievel or the 50th percentile. Hence, the mean ravr
Hence,

in this research study lndicated that verbal and
quantitative skllls were below average for all grade three and seven
tlinnipeg and Brochet groups with the exception of the grade seven
scores obtained

}Jinnlpeg group which achieved average performance

on the

subtest. In addition, the raw mean scores obtained by
were lower than the scores obtained fon

verbal and quantitative
groups than

skills

for all llinnipeg

all

aìl

Brochet groups

t,linnipeg groups. Therefore,

were more below average

groups.

DCAT Verbal

for all

Brochet

in-J¡.5iæ
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The larger differences
obtained by

al

I

below average ratr mean scores

Brochet groups as compared

well as the fact that
DCAT

ln the

all

to all

Hinnipeg groups,

fn both sites, except for

groups

as

grade seven

Verbal, achieved below average, nay be attributable to many factors
Sone

of the factors that may infl uence low test

'language, motivation,

scores may lnclude

test-taking attltudes, test-ì{iseness, speed,

competitiveness (Gronìund,

l98l).

Other factors may include

and

language

interaction betrreen examiner and examinee (Camilleri, 1986) as well
countless other

intrinsic

and

extrinsic factors related to

as

examinee, ex-

variables. Glvfng norm-referenced tests
to individuals from dlfferent cultural or ethnic backgrounds creates
cultural bias (Popham, 1988) and leads to low test scores is an inadequate explanation for the low test scores. No culture is shared by aìì
members of a group (Hansen, 1979). Low test scores may be due to inadequate nastery of skills the test is deslgned to rneasure irrespective of
aminer, and testing situation

the minority group tested (Gronlund, 1985). Possibly,
tests lack validity for 'learners

whose background and

standardized

current

academic

curricula are at variance with that of the standardization
(Gibson, 1980). lrloreover, current trends

tvith the culture of the individual

.

in

evaluation are

sampìe

concerned

Possibly, standardized tests ìack

"subjective equivaìenceÙ even though the tests may possess "objective

identityr' (Ginsburg, 1986).
be created

l.Jeiss (1987b) suggests

to guarantee important

knowìedge

that

variations

safeguards must

between examinees

rathen than cultune-speciflc factors that lack relevance. !{hile sone,
none,

or all of these possibilities

mentioned may have infìuenced the

test results, conJecture without evidence is unfafr, unjust,

and cruel .
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TABLE 6

Summary

of the Reliabil ity Coefficients
For Each Test

TESTS

Grade

Grade 7
tli nni peg

l.li nnl peg

Grade 3
Brochet

DCAT

.82

.81

cïBs

.91

SAT

.95

.78

.97

.45

CLDA

.25

.37

.86

.46

The Cronbach Alpha

3

.82

Grade 7
Brochet
.47

.95

Reliability coefficients for the total of

each

test in this research study were indicated fn Table 6. 0f the 14 rel ia-

bility coefficients obtained, eight tvere high, one v{as nedium, and five
trere low. Seven of the eight high rel iabiì lty coefficients were obof the five low rel iability
coefflcients v{ere obtained by the Brochet groups. lhese resul ts
indicated that this test battery possessed a high degree of consistency
tained by the l,linnipeg groups whereas four

for grade three and seven l,linnlpeg groups as test
quantitative skil

l

s.

The low Cronbach

obtained by grade seven Brochet nas

tests administered to that group

At

pha

consistency as measures

Ret

of particular

possessed

iabit

of verbal

ity

and

coefficient

concern as the three

a low degree of

for those students. Hence, this test battery
'l

flleasures

possessed

consistency

a low degree of

of verbal and quantitatlve skills for

grade

seven Brochet students.
The

DCAT

obtained high rel iabil

ity coefficients for all

sites except for grade seven Brochet.
here

The conclusion

grades

and

that can be drawn

ls that the DCAT iacked consistency as an evaluation instrunent for
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grade seven Brochet students. 0n the other hand, the CTBS possessed
high degree

of consistency for

grade three and seven t.linnipeg. The

a

CTBS

not adrninistered to grades three and seven Brochet. The SAT
possessed high rel iabllity for grade three and seven l,,innipeg but medium
consistency for grade three Brochet and low consistency for grade seven
was

Brochet. The CLDA Noun test obtained a high reliabiì
grade seven llinnlpeg

only.

However,

the

ity coefflclent

CLDA Noun

for

test obtained ìow

iability coefflclents for grade three tlinnipeg and Brochet and grade
seven Brochet. These results indicated that the CLDA Noun test is not a
consistent neasure of ìanguage skills for the rnajority of students in
re'l

grade three tlinnipeg and Brochet and grade seven Brochet groups.

reliabllity coefficients

may have stemmed from

a

number

of

Low

causes at

which one may onìy speculate. These causes may be created by test,
examinee, examiner,

or other intrinisic or extrinsic variables. 0n the

other hand, causation may be due to none of these factors or may be

to other

un

known

due

factors.

0f the 36 KR20 Rel iabil ity coefficients obtained for the DCAT,
CTBS, SAT, and CLDA subtests in this research study, 19 subtests had
high, seven subtests had medium, and l0 subtests had low reliabiìity
coefficients. In other words, l9 subtests (53Í) had high reliability
coefficlents,

seven subtests

(19Í)

had rnedium, and 10 subtests

(28f)

had

'low

reliability coefficients. Simllar'ìy, the maJorlty of the high reì iability coefficients rere obtained by the Hlnnlpeg groups whereas the

of the low coefficients were obtained by the Brochet groups.
Al so, the Brochet groups had a larger number of low rel labil ity co-

maJority

efficients in spite of the fact that the CTBS was not administered
grade three and seven Brochet

groups.

The higher number

to

of reliability

i-Ëë+#q
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coefficients obtained

in

grades three and seven l.llnnlpeg and Brochet

lndicated that the test items vrere more consistent
one

or both locations than for

sone groups

for

some groups in

in both 'ìocations as reliable

of verbal and quantltative skills. Likewise, the medium and
low rel iabll lty coefficients obtalned fn grades three and seven l,linnipeg
and Brochet were less consistent for some groups in one or both

measures

locations as reliable measures of verbal and quantitative skills.
The

rel iabil

fact that 17 subtests or 47f of the subtests

ity coefficients for the test items for

creates serious concern about the

al

l

had medium

or

low

groups and sites

test items as consistent

neasures of

verbal and quantitative skills for all groups and sites. Closer
examinatfon of the reliability coefficients revealed that the lJinnipeg

a far larger number of high and medium rel iablì ity coefficients and far fewer low rel iabil ity coefficlents than the Brochet
groups had

groups. This indicated that the verbal and quantitative test itens

rrere

of these skills for lJinnipeg than Brochet. The
medium and low KR20 Reliability coefficlents caused one to specuìate as
to the causes of these nesults. Ginsburg (1986) has suggested that test
nore consistent measures

items are frequently mfslnterpneted and misunderstood with the

result that norm standardization is frequently invalid.
possibilitles may include intrinslc and extrinslc
poor match

factor.

of test

content

to local

curriculum,

end

0ther

examinee variables,

or

any other

unknown

ffi
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II'IFERENIIAL STATISTICS

Verba

The

l

Component

correlation matrix of the verbal varlables for

tlinnipeg students

ls

presented

in

Table

7.

all

grade three

Correlations ranged from .29

to .62. Significant medlum correìations at the .05 level were obtained
for DCAT Verbal and CTBS Vocabulary, DCAT Verbal and CTBS Reading, and
DCAT

Verbal and SAT Reading Comprehension. These correlatlons lndicated

that

DCAT

Verbal seemed to measure noderately constructs similar to

CIBS

Vocabuìary, CTBS Reading, and SAT Reading Comprehension for grade three
l.linnlpeg students. A low correlation vias obtained between
and SAT Vocabulary. This low
SAT Vocabulary seemed

to

correlation indicated that

measune

DCAT Verbal

DCAT

Verbal

and

similar constructs to a low degree.

0n

the other hand, no significant correlations at the .05 Ievel v{ere
obtained between DCAT Verbal and SAT Vocabulary or between DCAT Verbal
and CLDA Noun. These correlations indicated that DCAT Verbal did not
seem to measure constructs similar to SAT Vocabulary and CLDA Noun for
grade three

l,li nn i

peg students.

of all the verbal variables for all grade
ls presented in Table 8. Correlations ranged from

The correlation matrix

three Brochet students
.06

to .32.

No

significant correlatlons at the .05 level ¡,ere obtained

betv{een DCAT Verbal and SAT Reading Comprehenslon, DCAT Verbal and

Noun. These correlatlons indfcated

Vocabuìary, and

DCAT

that

DCAT

,

same

constructs for grade three Brochet students.

Verbal

Verbal and

CLDA

SAT Reading, and CLDA Noun

The correlation

SAT

did not

seem

to

measure the

natrix of all the verbal variables for all

grade

i'rì:..-'

t!¡æ
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TABLE

7

Simpìe Correìation Coefficlents Anong the Variables DCAT Verbal, CTBS
Vocabulary, CTBS Reading, SAT Reading Cornprehension, SAT Vocabulary, and
CLDA lioun for Grade 3 l,lf nnipeg

DCAT
Verbal

VARIABLES

DCAT Verbal

CTBS SAT

CTBS

Rdg.

Voc.

Rdg. Comp.

SAT
Voc.

CLDA

Noun

.00
(40)

1

CTBS voc.

.6188

CTBS Rdg.

.6243

.7604

ï40ï

1?o')

.5068

Ïõ'i

SAT Rdg. Comp.

SAT voc.

CLDA Noun

I .00
(40)
.00
(40)
1

iÐ

.5020

ï 3ei

.694s
(3e)

.3363

.5304
(aa¡

.4620

{38-Ï

.4508
(38)

.2 910

.3847

.3662

.

(as¡

i4eÏ

Geï

1

.00

(3s)

m
2105

(38)

1

.00

(aa

¡

.3545

(37)

1.00
(3e)

Correlation coefficients underlined indicate correlations significant

at the.05 Ieveì.
Sample

size for each correlation

Cronbach Al pha

=

.94

ls

indicated in the brackets.

ffi

t02
TABLE 8

Arnong the Variables DCAT Verbal , SAT
Reading Comprehension, SAT Vocabulary, and CLDA Noun for Grade 3 Brochet

Slnpìe Correlation Coefficients

DCAT
Verbal

VARIABLES
DCAT

Verbal

SAT Rdg.

sAT

CLDA

Noun

1.00
(31)

Comp.

voc.

CLDA

SAT
SAT
Conp. Voc.

Rdg.

.0610
(25)

1.00
(25)

.3242 -.0984

(25)

Noun

.2309

(14)

(zz¡

.i070

(14)

1.00

(zs¡

.0643

(ra¡

1.00
(14)

Correlation coefficients indicate no correìations significant at the
I ev

.05

el .

Sanpìe

size for each correlation

Cronbach Aì pha

=

is

indicated in the brackets.

.41

.1rÌ
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is

in

9. Correlations ranged
fron .34 to .84. Significant correlations at the .05 level were
obtained for DCAT Verbal and CTBS Vocabulary, DCAT Verbal and SAT
seven llinnipeg students

presented

Tabìe

Vocabulary, and DCAT Venbal and CLDA Noun. The correlation

between

DCAT

Verbal and SAT Vocabulary was high while the correlations

between

DCAT

Verbal and

CTBS Vocabulary

and between

DCAT

Verbal and

were moderate. These

correlatlons lndlcated that t{hile

SAT Vocabulary seened

to

measure

grade seven lJinnipeg students,

DCAT

CLDA Noun

Verbal

and

similar constructs at a high level for

DCAT Verbal

,

CTBS

Vocabulary, and

CLDA

similar constructs at a noderate level for grade seven
l'iinnipeg students. No significant correlations were found between DCAT
Verbal and CTBS Reading and between DCAT Verbal and SAI Reading
Comprehension. This lack of slgnificant correlation between these
subtests indicated that DCAT Verbal dld not seem to measure the same
constructs as CTBS Reading and SAT Reading Comprehension for grade seven
Noun measured

}li

nn

i peg students.

The conrelation

Brochet students

ls

t0.43. Significant
DCAT

matrix of the verbal variables for
presented

in

Table

low correlations

Verbal and SAT Vocabulary and

correlations indicated that

10.

1 grade

seven

Correlations ranged from .14

at the .05 level

DCAT

al

Verbal and

were obtained for

CLDA

Noun.

These

, SAT Vocabulary, and CLDA Noun
seemed to measure similar constructs at a low level for grade seven
Brochet students. No significant correlation at the .05 level was

obtained betv{een

DCAT

Verbal and SAT Reading Comprehenslon. The lack of

sfgnificant correlation
Reading Comprehension
Comprehension

DCAT Verbal

did not

seven Brochet students.

at the .05 level between DCAT Verbal and SAT
indicated that DCAT Verbal and SAT Reading

seem

to

measure

similar constructs for the

grade

tffi
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TABLE

9

Simple Correlation Coefficients furong the Variables DCAT Verbal , CTBS
Vocabulary, CTBS Reading, SAT Reading Comprehenslon, SAT Vocabulary, and
CLDA Noun for Grade 7 llinnipeg

DCAT
Verbal

VARIABLES

DCAT Verbal

CTBS SAT

CTES

Rdg.

Voc.

SAT

Rdg. Comp. Voc.

CLDA
No

un

I .00

(tz¡

CTBS Voc.

.61,77

CTBS Rdg.

.35 37

.7804
Ï 4el-

.3409
(13)

.7796

.8445

.8378

ïrt
(tz¡

SAT Rdg. Comp.

SAT Voc.

ii3t

CLDA Noun

.5 609

ïñI

.00
(4e)

1

I .00
(4e)
.8839

Gîï

GîÏ

1

.00

(42)

Glt

.773s
(41)

.6925

.6534

.6643

.6709

ift-I

GãÏ

(42)

ïrï

1

.00

l4?)

.5981
(37)

1.00
(44)

Correlation coefficients underlined indfcate correlations significant

at the.05
Sample

I

evel .

size for each correlation

Cronbach Aìpha

=

is

indicated in the brackets.

.92
i

:

::

'':,.
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TABLE IO

Simple Correìation Coefficients furong the Varlables DCAT Verbal , SAT
Reading Comprehension, SAT Vocabulary and CLDA Noun for Grade 7 Brochet

DCAT

\lARI ABLES

Venbal

DCAT Verbal

I .00
(30)

SAT Rd9. Comp.

.t377
(so¡

SAT Voc.

.1394
(28)

CLDA Noun

SAT

Rdg.

Comp.

SAT

CLDA

Voc.

Noun

I .00
(30)

.5075
(28)

1.00
(28)

.05 63
(28 )

I .00
(30)

Conrelation coefficients under'lined indicate correlations significant
at the .05 Ievel.
Sample

size for each correlatlon fs indicated in the brackets.

Cronbach Alpha

=

.53

iì:æ
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Quantl

tative

Component

all

grade

Correlations

ranged

correlation matrix of the quantitative variables for

The

is

three tlinnipeg students

presented

in

Table

11.

from .25

to.54.

A signiflcant medium correlation

obtained

for

Quántitative and

DCAT

signlficant correlation

at the .05 level

was

(14-l), a

ìow

of

SAT Concepts

was obtalned betv{een DCAT

Number

quantitatlve and SAT

flcant correl ation between DCAT
Quantitative and SAT ihthematics Appl ications. Hence, SAT Concepts of
llathematics Computatfon, and no signi

Nurîber (14-1) neasured concepts

similar to the

DCAT

Quantltative

moderate way, SAT lftthenatics Computation measured constructs

the

DCAT

to a low degree,

similar to the constructs
The

and SAT l4athematics

did not

from 0.3

to .42.

obtained

for

DCAT

indicated that

to

a

sfmilar to

measure constructs

measured by DCAT Quantitative.

alI

grade

Correlations

range

correlation matrix of the quantitative variables for

three Brochet students

in

is

presented

in

Table

12.

The significant low correlation

at the .05 level

Quantitative and SAT Mathematics

Appì

ications

(M-3)

Quantitative and SAT Mathematics

Appl

ications

(fil-3)

DCAT

similar concepts at a low level for grade three
Brochet students. In addition, no significant correlations at the .05
level were obtained for DCAT Quantitative and SAT Concepts of Numbqr
seemed

measure

(14-1) and between DCAT Quantitative and SAT filathematics Computation

(l.l-2). This lack of significant correlatlons
and SAT Concepts

of

Number (1'l-1) and between DCAT

filathenatics Computation (fil-2) indicated that
measure

different constructs than

Mathematics (U-e)

bet$,een DCAT QuantiÈative

for

DCAT

SAT Concepts

Quantitative and

SAT

Quantitative seened to

of

grade three Brochet students.

Nunber (l.|-1) and

SAT

iÊffi
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TABLE

II

Simple correìation coefflcients Anong the variables DCAT QuantÍtative,
Sat Concepts of l.lumber (14-1), SAT |,tathemailcs Corìputatlon (14-2), and Sat
llather¡atlcs Appl icatlons (il-3) for Grade 3 t{innlpeg

DCAT

SAT

quant.

llARIABLES

Conc

of

DCAT Quant.

SAT-Concepts

e

pts

No.

SAT
l4ath

SAT

lilath
Appl lcs.

Comput.

I .00
(40)

of

No.

I .00
(40 )

.5393

SAT-Môth Comput.

SAT-l'lath Appl

(3e)

ics.

.2534

I .00

(ao¡

I .00
(40)

(40 )

correìation coefficients underlined indicate cor¡elations signiflcant

at the .05 I evel .
Sample

slze for each correlation

Cronbach Al pha

=

.78

is

indlcated in the brackets.

fj*¡**Ëq
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TABLE 12

Simple Correlation Coefflcients A¡nong the Variables DCAT Quantitative,
Sat Concepts of Number (14-l), SAT t4athematlcs Computation (il-z), and Sat
lilathematics Appl ications (il-3) for Grade 3 Brochet

VARI ABLES

SAT

Concepts

of

No.

SAT
lilath

Comput.

SAT

ilath
Appl i cs.

I .00
(31)

DCAT Quant.

SAT-Concepts

DCAT

Quant.

of

No.

I .00

.03 06

(zt¡

(zt7
SAT-l.lath Comput.

- .0351

.5 034

6

(27)
SAT-Hath Applics.

I .00
(27 )

-.3626
(26\

.4177

Î16t

1

.00

(26)

Correlation coefficients underlined fndicate correlations significant
at the .05 level .
Sample

size for each correlation

Cronbach Alpha

=

.59

is

indicated in the brackets.

r;'::*gæè!
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The correlation
peg students

is

natrix of the varfables for all grade

presented

.62. Significant

in

Table

13.

Correlations ranged fron -.50 to

moderate correìations

at the .05 level

between DCAT Quantitative and SAT Concepts

and SAT l,lathematics Computation
SAT ilathernatics Appl

for

(l'l-2),

Computation
DCAT

Quantitative

measured

ications (l,l-3).

Quantitative,

DCAT

by

(l'l-2), and

(ll-2),

of

and between

of

Nunber

DCAT

to

SAT Concept

measure constructs

of

SAT t'lathefnatics

Quantitatfve

(ll-1),

SAT l,lathematics

(il-3) indicated that

similar to the constructs

Nunber (14-1), SAT l4athematics Conputation

Applications (¡l-3) for grade seven tlinnipeg

students. The signÍficant moderate negative correlation at the
ìevel obtained for

DCAT

Quantitative and SAT I'lathematics

(l,l-2) indicated that as the raw scores of
the raw scores for
seven

Wi nn

i

and

correlations obtained

and SAT ilathematics Applicatlons

seemed

were obtained

Number, DCAT Quantitative

The rnoderate

SAT Concepts

seven l.linni-

DCAT

SAT Mathenatics Computation

.05

Computation

Quantitative increased,

(l'l-2) decreased for

grade

peg students.

of the vaniabl es for al I grade seven
Brochet students is presented in Tabl e 14. Correl atlons ranged from
-.01 to -.19 No significant correlations at the .05 level l{ere
The correl ation matrix

obtained
Number

for correlations between

(t'l-1),

DCAT

DCAT

Quantitative and

Quantitative and SAT Concepts of

SAT tlathematics Computation

(il-2),

ications

(l'1-3).

and between DCAT Quantitative and SAT ltlathematics

Thls lack
DCAT

Appl

of slgnificant correlations at the .05 level

Quantitatlve does not seem

to

constructs measured by SAT Concepts
Computations

(i'l-2),

lndicated that

neasure constructs slmilar

of

to

the

Number (14-1), SAT ¡ilathematics

and SAT llathematics Appl

ications

(14-3).

:.-1.ai..dÊ4q
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TABLE 13

Simple Correlation Coefflclents Anong the Variables DCAT Quantitative,
Sat Concepts of Number (14-l), SAT filathematics Computation (14-2), and Sat
lilathematics Appllcations (ll-3) for Grade 7 !linnipeg

SAT

DCAT

VARIABLES

of

No.

SAT
lilath

Comput.

SAT

l4ath
Appl fcs.

I .00

DCAT Quant.

SAT-Concepts

Concepts

Quant.

(tz¡

of

No.

.6195

1

Fã''

.00

(46 )

SAT-Math Conput.

r .00

(+o¡

SAT-Math Appl

ics.

.8038

i?6I

.00
(46)
1

Correlation coefficients underlined indicate correlations significant
at the .05 level .
Sample

size for each correlation

Cronbach Alpha

=

.90

is

indicated

in the brac kets.

s*isË
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TABLE 14

Slnple Correlation Coefficients Anong the Variables DCAT Quantitative,
Sat Concepts of t'lurnber (tl-1) , SAT l,latherìatics Computatlon ([t-2) , and Sat
l4athematics Appl ications (14-3) for Grade 7 Brochet

DCAT

VARI ABLES

Quant.

of

pts

No.

SAT
llath

Conput.

SAT

l4ath
Appì i cs.

1.00

DCAT Quant.

(

SAT-Concepts

SAT

Conce

of

No.

SAT-t'tlath Comput.

SAT- lilath Appl

30)

-.1851
(30)

.00
(30)
1

- .0081
(30)

ics.

I .00
(30)

- . 1285

.00
(30)
1

(30 )

Correlation coefficfents underlined indicate correlations slgnlficant
at the .05 level .
Sample

size for each correlation

Cronbach Alpha

=

.64

is

indicated in the brackets.
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SU14MARY

that of the 28 DCAT correlations,
the only high significant correlation at the .05 level was obtained by
The inferentlal

DCAT

statistics

Verbal and SAT Vocabulary

significant correlation
that

for

revealed

DCAT

for

grade seven l,linnipeg. This high

between DCAT Verbal and SAT Vocabulary indicated

Verbal and SAT Vocabulary seemed to measure slmilar constructs

grade three and seven students.

correlations

with the other

0f the remaining 15 DCAT Verbal

CTBS, SAT, and CLDA subtests, five

correlations were moderate, three were low, and seven possessed no sig-

nificant correlatlons. 0f the 12 DCAT Quantitative correlations,
noderate negatlve correlation was obtained
lilathematics Cornputation (¡t-Z)

for

for

DCAT

Quantitative and

grade seven l.linnipeg.

In totaì,

a

SAT

there

In addltion, two
DCAT Quantftative correlations were low. The six remaining DCAT
Quantitative correlations possessed no significance at the .05 level .

were four moderate

DCAT

Quantltative correlations.

Twenty-eight correlations were done betvleen the DCAT subtests and the

subtests. 0f these 28 correlations,
correlation tvas high, nine v{ere nedium, and five v{ere of
CTBS, SAT, and CLDA Noun

at the .05 level .
slgnificance at the .05 level .
significance

The remaining
Hence,

the

DCAT

l3 correlations

one

low

lacked

Verbal and Quantitativ.e

to measure constructs sinilar to the CTBS, SAT,
and CLDA Noun subtests in a high or nedium level of significance in 18
subtests did not seem

out of 28 instances.
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DI SCUSSION

Question

Question one sought

the scores of the

among

to

to

CTBS

one

the

determine

and

DCAT v{hen

degrees

of

relationship

these tests were administered

in !{innlpeg and Brochet. The results
of this research study indicated that a moderate degree of relationship
grade three and seven learners

exists

between

the scores for

and SAT Vocabulary

moderate degree

for

of

Verbal,

significant relationship
scores

DCAT

CTBS Reading

scores.

Hol{ever,

CTBS

was obtained between

DCAT

for

grade seven l.linnipeg

of relationshlp for

for

a

and

DCAT

Verbal and CTBS Vocabulary and

Comprehension possessed a medium degree

and seven Hinnipeg

Vocabulary,

p tras obtai ned for

CTBS Reading Comprehension

groups. Therefore,

CTBS

grade three llinnipeg groups. However, while

rel ationshi

Vocabulary scones, no

Verbal and

DCAT

Reading

grade three

grade seven l,linnipeg,

DCAT

Verbal and CTBS Reading Comprehenslon scores possessed no signl flcant

relationship.

The CTBS subtests were not administered

to

grade three

and grade seven Brochet groups.

Question

Question Two sought
among

the scores of the

to

Tv{g

SAT and

the

DCAT when

stered to grade three and seven learners
resul

ts of this
for

in

research study indlcated

relationship existed
scores

the

determine

degrees

or

rel ationshlp

these tests were admini-

l.linnipeg and

that a

Brochet.

The

moderate degree of

between DCAT Verbaì and SAT Reading Comprehension

grade three t.linnipeg groups

only.

No relationship existed

betwen DCAT Verbal and SAT Reading Comprehension scores

l,linnipeg

of

grade three and seven Brochet

for

grade seven

scores. The results of this

114

of relationships existed
and SAT Vocabulary. l{hile a high relationship

research study indicated that varying degrees
between DCAT Verbal

existed between DCAT Verbal and SAT Vocabulary scores for grade

seven

l,linnipeg, onìy

a low relatlonshlp existed between DCAT Verbal and SAT

for

grade seven Brochet scores and grade three llinnipeg

Vocabulary

scores.

No relationship existed between DCAT Quantltative and

Vocabulary scores
The research

tionships
Concepts

among

of

for grade three Brochet students.
results also revealed inconsistent results for rela-

the quantitative subtests.

DCAT

Quantitative and

Quantitative and SAT Concepts

of

Nurnber

and seven Brochet. Similarly, results

(ftt-1) scores

of this

medium re1 ationship

0n the other hand,

DCAT

(l'1-2) scores possessed

for

grades three

Computation

(1...l-2)

grade seven llinnipeg scores only.

Quantitative and SAT l.lathematics Conputation

a low relationship only for grade three lrlinnìpeg

scores, and no relationship whatsoever
Brochet

for

DCAT

research study revealed

that both DCAT Quantitative and SAT filathematics
a

SAT

indfcated a noderate relationship for

Number (14-1) scores

grade three and seven l,linnipeg. No relationship existed betv{een

possessed

SAT

scores. In additlon,

DCAT

for

grades three and

seven

Quantitative and SAT l4athematics

Appìications (!,1-3) scores possessed a moderate relatlonship

for

grade

only. A low degree of relationship existed
between DCAT l4athematics ApplJcatlons (t4-3) for grade three Brochet
seven l,linnipeg scores

scores and no relationship exlsted whatsoever
and grade seven Brochet scores.

for

grade three tlinnipeg

**'1ffi
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Questio! Three

Question Three sought
among

the scores of the

CLDA

to

determine

and the

the

DCAT when

degree
both

of

of

relationshlp

these tests t{ere

grade three and seven 'learners

in llinnipeg and Brochet.
The results of thls research study ind'lcated that a medfum degree of
re'latfonshfp existed between the scores obtalned for the CLDA Noun Test
and DCAT Verbal for grade seven [,llnnlpeg scores. A ìow degree of
relationship exlsted between CLDA Noun and DCAT Verbal for grade seven
adnlnlstered

to

Brochet.

significant relationshlp

CLDA

No

was found between

for grade three !{innipeg and Brochet.

the

DCAT

and the
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CHAPTER V

C0NCLUS

IONS AND REC0I4I',|END4UONS

This study started wlth a discussion about the current educational
need

to ldentify the cognitive entry characteristics of learners to

enhance

the

qual

Knowledge about

ity and quantity of learning for all

hei p

learners.

cognltlve entry characteristics could be helpful in

providing a foundation for diagnosis, curriculum design, and evaluation.

to identify cognitive entny characteristics is well documented
in the educational literature. The Deveìoping Cognitive Abil ities Test,

The need

a

test, attempts to assess cognitive entry characteristics of
learners to enhance instruction and evaluation. The results of this
research study indicated that the DCAT is of questionabte utility for
assessing the cognitive entry characteristics of learners, and, hence,
for assisting in curricuìun design, instructional strategles, and
new

pl acerÍent

decisions.

The descriptive analyses

(l)

The DCAT possessed

except grade seven Brochet,

for

research study indlcated that:

a hfgh degree of

,ì.

consistency

of this

(2) the

l,linnipeg groups,

consistency

CTBS possessed

(3) the

for all

groups

a high degree of

SAT possessed

a high degree of

for grade three Brochet, and low consistency for grade seven
Brochet, and (4) the CLDA possessed a high degree of consfstency for

consistency

grade seven l,linnipeg and a low degree

groups.

of consistency for the other three

so, the descriptive anaìyses of the research study data
indicated that students in grade three and seven l.linnlpeg and Brochet
performed below grade level or the 50th percentile in 3l of the 32
Aì

tL7

in this study. Llkewise, all the
Brochet groups obtained lower nean raw scores than all of the l,linnipeg
groups. Simiìarly, an analyses of the KR20 Rellabil ity coefficlents
revealed that onìy 53Í or 19 of the 36 subtests used ln thls study had
norm-referenced subtests administered

lty coefficients while the remaining 17 subtests had medium
or 'low reliability coefficients. This data created concern about the
hlgh rel iabit

test items as conslstent measureÁ of verbal and quantitative skills
for all groups and sites. 0f similar concern is the fact that the

DCAT

t^llnnlpeg groups had

a far ìarger

coefficlents than the Brochet

nunber

of

hlgh and medium rel

iability

groups.

statistics revealed that of 28 correlations the
only high significant correlation at the .05 level was obtained by DCAT
Verbal and SAT Vocabul ary for grade seven l,li nnl peg. These resul ts
indicated that only DCAT Verbal and SAT Vocabulary were measuring
similar constructs for grade seven }linnipeg. Also, the inferential
statistics revealed that of the 28 DCAT correlations, the only high
significant correlation at the .05 level was obtained by DCAT
The inferential

Verbal and SAT Vocabulary

for

grade seven lrlinnipeg. Similarly, the

ations possessed ni ne medl um correl atlons, fi ve I ow
correlation coefficients, and 13 DCAT correlations possessed no
slgniffcant correìatlon. Al so this data revealed that the najority of
DCAT correl

verbal and Quantitative subtests obtained low or no significant
correlations at the .05 level . These results reveal that the DCAT dirl
DCAT

not

seem

to

subtests us.ed

neasure

in this

the

same

DCAT

of

other

research study.

The conclusion drawn from

majority of

constructs as the majority

thls

research study was

that since

the

subtests did not seem to measure the same constructs

as

lt8
the

CTBS, SAT, and CLDA Noun

groups

alì

in

test for all

}Jinnipeg and Brochet, the

groups, the

It is

reìiability for all

DCAT

subtests lack rel labiì

ity

groups. Furthermore, slnce the

grade three and seven l.linnipeg

subtests lacked

DCAT

grade three and grade seven

for
DCAT

grade three and grade seven I'linnipeg

also lacked vaìidlty for these students.

recommended

that further research be conducted to

repl icate

thls study to obtain additlonal data to asslst in refuting or defending
the concurrent validity of the DCAT. To make judgements on the DCAT on

unfair. Accumulated evldence
study. Likewise, the concurrent

the basis of one research study nould be

is

required

val

ldatfon of the

to verlfy thls
DCAT

research

in other

student populations should be conducted

is a large discrepancy in results among
various groups in various locations. liith respect to the need to
identify cognitive entry characteristics as a means of improving
to help detenmine

whether there

diagnosis, curriculurn design, instructional strategies, and

placement

it is recommenddd that grade three and seven llinnipeg groups
use the CTBS and the SAT. In addition, the SAT is recommended for grade

decfsions,

three Brochet. Evaluation instrunents suitable to the needs of

grade

or created. Presently, the

DCAT,

seven Brochet students should be found
CTBS, SAT, and CLDA cannot

fulfill

these needs adequateìy.
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